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World NeWS

Student Advisory Board Begins Survey for Health Center

byUnitedPresslnternational

Viki L. Florence
undergraduates who are learning policy. We've gotten in on the
A unique student group has first-hand about health systems hiring end too - when there's an·
begun a survey to determine the administration,
opening for a physician we sit in on
health needs .and attitudes of clients • The group, which Dr. Eaton calls the interviews,'' he said.
Dr, Eaton agreed that the adat the University of New Mexico "a channel - a chance for us to
keep in touch with students' visory board's function is
Student Health Center.
On Tuesday, visitors to the philosophy and needs," is com- significant.
"They give us a lot of input.
Health Center were invited to fill posed of students nominated by the
out a questionnaire on the center's ASUNM president and approved They made the decision on the kind
effectiveness and accessibility. The by the Presidential Appointments of health inurance we offer. Their
results of the survey will be used to Committee and the Student Senate. input on tl!at was vital," she said.
determine if changes need to be
Ward Hurlburt, a senior in
The advisory board was active in
made in the delivery of health biology who has served on the having insurance coverage for
services at the center, said Dr. Olga board for three consecutive years, pregnancy kept as an option on the
Eaton, Health Center director.
said he believes it serves an im- current plan rather than a compulsory part of it, which would
The questionnaire was conceived portant function.
"The number one thing we've have added to the expense of the
and written by the center's Student
Advisory Board, a group of UNM done is work on the insurance policies.

Security Council Studies Threats
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WASHINGTON - The White
Ho11se pushed toward a decision
Tuesday on what kind of pressure
to bring on Libyan leader
Moammar Kadafy for reportedly
dispatching teams of killers to
assassinate American political
leaders.
President Reagan called his
National Security Co11ncil into
session for an unus<\1 second
consecutive day and his special
crisis team planned to meet later. It
was believed a decision on the U.S.
response to the threat would emerge
from the meetings,
On Capitol Hill, the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, at
the request of the administration,
postponed a meeting on U.S. policy
toward Libya. And House Speaker
Thomas O'Neill, under the Constitution third in line of succession
for the presidency, declined an
administration offer of Secret
Service protection.

Russian 'Misinformation' Claimed
BRUSSELS, Selgium - Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger called
on NATO allies Tuesday to take the
offensive against the antinuclear
movement in Western Europe and
counter a tide of Soviet "misinformation and disinformation.''
Weinberger, attending a two-day
meeting of alliance defense
ministers, informed his colleagues
about the progress of U.S.-Soviet
negotiations to limit · nuclear
weapons in Europe, which began a
week ago in Geneva.
A senior American official said
Weinberger told the closed meeting
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there was a need "to get out better
information to counter misunderstandings and to counter the
massive misinformation and
disinformation program that the
Soviets have been mounting."

extent of
buildup.

the

Soviet

UNM Brass Quintets Perform at Winrock
.' 1

Three University of New
.Mexico brass quintets will give
free Christmas concerts Sunday
at Winrock Center beginning at
I p.m.
The
hour-long program,
sponsored by ihe Friends of
Music, will feature one faculty
group, led by Karl Hinterbichler, professor of music

and trombone, along with two
student groups .
Each quintet will begin at a
different entrance of Winrock
and move toward the fountain
area near the Paris Shoe Store,
where they will join for a grand
finale of new and old Christmas
carols. They will also play less
· familiar selections such as
Giovanni Gabrieli's "Canzona
For Brass Choir."

military

$45.00

$90.00

$74.95

"We think there has been a
"The military-industrial complex
considerable playing around with is alive and thriving in the
the facts," he said. "We certainly U.S.S.R," he said.
find it uncomfortable to see that the
Falls told reporters that military
United States, which has provided a
security umbrella to Western commanders had painted a picture
Europe for over 30 year- "that cannot but cause cons ... should be equated with the siderable concern, but that is far
Soviet Union, considering the from being entirely bleak."
conditions of life inside that
"The situation is grave but not
country and the foreign adventures hopeless/' he said.
it has been engaged in."
In the field of pea.ceful comThe official said a number of petition, there was "no contest"
projects are under way to inform between the Soviet Union and the
Western public opinion of the West, Falls added.
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Mike Austin said a $25 prize is
being offered for the logo chosen as
the best by delegates to the ASNM
Convention Jan. 29. He said the

student body president at each
ASNM school will choose a logo
from each school's entries to
present to the ASNM delegates.
Austin said each entry should
have the initials "ASNM," but the
artist's initials will not be allowed
on the logo. Entries should be
turned in to the ASUNM office on
the second floor of the Student
Union Builcling in care of Austin by
about Jan. 25, he said.

SQUEEZED ORANGE JUI . . .

$250.0() $199.95

401 WYOMING NE • 285•7981

The Associated Students of New
Mexico, a group of student leaders
from New Mexico's Postsecondary
Educational Institutions, is holding
a contest to find a new logo for the
organization,
the
ASUNM
President said Monday,

Free 9 oz. glass of

$150.00 $119.00
$75.00 $59,95

HDLMAN·S~

ASNM Offers Prize for Best
Logo Depicting the Group

The official said the impression
had been allowed to grow among
He described the Soviet Union as
Western peace groups that the
United States was somehow as "a lopsided giant with an economy
much to blame as the Soviet Union grotesquely out of balance and with
huge and increasingly technical
for tensions in Europe.
armed forces ....

SAU

$55.(]()

- but any interested student can
ask to be nominated.
The group meets about once a
month with Dr, Eaton to discuss
problems, policy and ideas. One of
their concerns was that the center
did not know what services the
students felt were needed and how
the students feel about the services
they are receiving, Dr. Eaton explains.
The questionnaire is designed to
bridge this gap, says Hurlburt, It
will. be administered again on
Thursday and then the results will
be tabulated and presented to the
Health Center aaministration and
•
staff, he said.

Canadian Adm. Robert Falls,
chairman of NATO's military
committee, outlined for the defense
ministers the current state of the
East-West balance as seen by
military commanders.

111'·82170A Quad
$95.00 $79.0()
11i•·i
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j'lemoru .
$1:35.00 $119.95
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~
$150.00 $129.95

Qualily products for the World of Science, Engineering & Business.

While enroute to the fountain
each quintet will play requests of
listeners,
joining trumpets,
trombones, tubas and French
horns for Yuletide favorites.
The musicians are volunteering their services to benefit
the Friends of Music, Inc. The
non-profit organization has
established music scholarships at
UNM since 1968 and is entirely
staffed by volunteers.
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H. Stu<1rt Knight, who retired review) will be concluded in the
Friday as director of the Secret near future."
Service, said Reagan should not
Gergen said allied nations have
even venture outside to light the been told about Reagan's
national Christmas tree.
"evidence" that the plot exists
"You're talking about a half an despite Kadafy's denial. Dut he said
hour after dark, stationary on a it would not be made public.
public platform, thousands of
"I !wow of no plans to disclose
people and obviously the answer the various reports that have been
has to be why not do it from inside received,'' he told reporters.
the White House?" Knight told a
Relations between the United
television interviewer.
States and Libya have declined
Deputy press secretary Larry steadily since Reagan took office.
Speakes insisted the White House is Libyan diplomats were ordered out
not operating under a "crisis at- of the country in June and U.S.
mosphere" but the administration Navy jets shot down two Libyan
is making a comprehensive review fighte.r aircraft that attacked them
of U.S. political and economic during U.S. naval maneuvers off
relations with Libya.
the coast of Libya in August.
But the United States continues
White House communications
director David Gergen grimly to import about $14 million a day
shunted aside all questions about worth of Libyan oil, American oil
the situation. He said it "clearly is firms still are operating in Libya
being discussed by the president and thousands of Libyan students
with his highest advisers and (the are studying in American schools.

Working with the group is also
an important learning experience
for its members, most of whom are
interested in pursuing health or
business careers, Dr, Eaton said.
Hurlburt, who said he is "very
interested in health systems
management" said his experience
on the board has been "great."
"J learned about.the board when
I w&s working with student
government and I joined it because
I wanted to be more involved in
student affairs," he said,
Other members have been actively recruited by ASUNM
President Mike Austin through the
Pre-Med Health Professions Club

Merry Christmas and
H~ppy Hanukkah!

rn~1de of cards
(1) No el. noel'
(2) Slay away /tom people
like lhal
(3) Even people who hate Chnslmos
hke to send cords'
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Stop in for:
Y2 dozen FREE frozen bagels
with this coupon and any purchase.
Good while supplies last. Expires 12-13-81
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Forum
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Editorial

Everyone on Campus
Gets a Christmas Gift

Life and Related Subjects

HOiiJMO, IT'S A
Pf?DVBN FACT
YOU'Iie teSS
MAT/I?£ THAN
/1.1!3 A?£ AT

HliY, WHIIT'S
130/NG ON M'# HAVING AN
CFA PiOF.KSHOR
HOIJIIWJ. 'r1!1/'RE
/1/fl/XJM[;lO JOIN .

by Dove Barry

1HISAee.

U51f YOU IQANT.
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Christmas is such a nice time of year. In less than two weeks, the
semester will be over. Somebody is always having a party somewhere. If
you run a business, the activity really picks up as everybody tries to take
care of everything they were suppose to have done in August.
Everybod~ is in a such a good mood. YoiJ can walk down the street and
see smiles. Even here at the New Mexico Daily Lobo, writers drain the acid
aut of their pens. fill them up with green ink and prepare for the holidays.
And it is a time to think back on Christmases past, Remember when you
were a kid and getting clothes for Christmas was like having spinach for
desert? Remember how the thing you most wanted in the whole wide
world, you couldn't have because it was too expensive or too outrageous?
Like when you asked Santa to take your brother to the orphanage for
Christmas.
It Is in this spirit that we talle pen in hand to present our not-quite-annual
tradition of The New Mexico Daily Lobo Christmas Wish List. It is a list of
the thing we would most like to give some very Rpecial people on campus.
First, on campus;

I

i

To Bud Davis, UNM president: An entire year without one mention of
"you-know-what" -gate.
To McAllister Hull, Ted Martinez, John Perovich, Joel Jones and
everyone else in Scholes Hall but Bud Davis and Swede Johnson:
Their very own presidential nomination to a western university.
To Fred Couffer, director of parking services who has to fit 2,987,456
cars in 3.2 parking places: A sense of humor.
To Calvin Horn, a UNM regent and author of University in Turmoil; An
option for the screenplay (to star the seven dwarfs as the UNM basketball
team.)
To the athletic department and Greg Lay, the Lobo sports editor: A
better name for "Cherry Pride."
To the ASUNM senate: A university without a journalism department,
or better yet, the repeal of the First Amendment.
To Elven Romero, chairman of the ASUNM Elections Commission:
The ballot box.
To KUNM: Enough money to make it without support from the ad·
ministration or ASUNM.
To Conceptions Southwest; Student interest and enough money for
a quarterly issue.
To the Child Care Co-op: A place to call home.
To UNM students: Passage of the $5 million work study bill.
And our annual wishTo everyone everywhere, peace.

Editor's Note
This Christmas issue will be the only issue of the New Mexico
Daily Lobo published during closed week.
The Daily Lobo will publish Its final issue of the semester on
Monday, Dec. 14 and will not publish again until Monday, Jan. 11
when the staff will publish the "welcome back" issue.
The Daily Lobo will return to daily publication a week later on
Monday, Jan. 18.
The editorial staff would like to encourage readers to continue
writing letters through the holidays so that we may continue to offer
a forum for opinion.
The New Mexico Daily Lobo wishes all of you the best of luck on
your exams.
Merry Christmas.

GOSH•. 7JI& 130'/S'
fiXJM 501/N/lS

LIKE A
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Most of us learn how the United States legal system works by watching
television. We learn that if we obey the law, we will wind up chatting and
laughing with attractive members of the opposite sex when the program
ends, whereas If we break the law, we will fall from a great height onto
rotating helicopter blades.
Some television shows explain the legal system in greater detail: they
show actual dramatizations of ccurt trials. The best such show was "Perry
Mason," which starred Raymond Burr as a handsome defense attorney
who eventually gained so much weight he had to sit in a wheelchair.
"Perry Mason" was set in a large city populated almost entirely by
morons. For example, the prosecutor, Hamilton Burger, was so stupid that
the people he prosecuted were always Innocent. I mean always. I imagine
that whenever Hamilton arrested a suspect, the suspect heaved a sigh of
relief and hugged his family knowing he would soon be off the hook.
Now you'd think that after a while Hamilton would have realized he
couldn't prosecute his way out of a paper bag, and would have gone Into
some more suitable line of work, such as sorting laundry. But he kept at it,
week after week and year after year, prosecuting innocent people.
Nevertheless, everything worked out, because in this particular city the
criminals turned out to be even stupider than Hamilton: they always came
to the trials, and, after sitting quietly for about 20 minutes, lurched to their
feet and confessed. The result was that Perry Mason got a reputation as a
brilliant defense attorney, but the truth is that anyone with the intelligence
of a can of creamed corn would have looked brilliant in this courtroom.
The major problem With "Perry Mason'' is that it is unrealistic: Perry
Mason and Hamilton Burger usually speak in u.nderstandable English
words, and by the time the trial is over everybody has a pretty good grasp
of the facts of the case. In real life, of course, lawyers speak mostly in
Latin, and by the time they.'re done, nobody has the vaguest notion what
the facts are. To understand why this is, you have to understand the
history of the U.S. legal system.
In the frontier days, our legal system was very simple: if you broke a law,
arme~ men would chase you and beat you up or throw you in jail or hang
you; m extreme cases, they would hang you, then beat you up in jail. So
everybody obeyed the law, which was easy to do, because basically there
were only two laws:
No assaulting people.
No stealing.
This primitive legal system was so simple that even the public un,
derstood it. The trials were simple, too:
Sheriff: Your honor, the defendant confessed that he shot his wife
dead.
Judge: Did he admit it freely, or did you have your horse stand on him
first, like last time?
Sheriff: No sir. He admitted it freely.
Judge: Fair enough. String him up.
The trouble with this system was that it had no room for lawyers. If a
lawyer had appeared in a frontier courtroom and started tossing around
terms such as "habeas corpus," he would have been shot.
So lawyers, for want of anything better to do, formed legislatures,
which are basically organizations that meet from time to time to invent
new laws. Before long, the country had scads of laws - laws governing
the watering of lawns, laws governing the spaying of dogs, laws governing
the production and sale of fudge, and so on - and today nobody has the
slightest idea what is legal and what is not. This has led to an enormous
demand for lawyers. Lawyers don't understand the legal system any better
than the rest of us do, but they are willing to talk about it in an impressive
manner for large sums of money. In today's legal system, the frontier
murder trial would go like this:
Sheriff: Your honor •.•
Defensa Attorney: I object. In his use of the word "your," the witness
is clearly stipulating the jurisprudence of a writ of deus ex mach ina.
Prosecuting attorney: On the contrary. In the case of Merkle vs.
Barnbuster, the court clearly ruled that an ex post facto debenture does
not preclude the use of the word "your'' in a matter of ad hoc quod erat
demonstrandum.
Defense Attorney: Oh yeah? Well Carthaginia delendo est .

U ArnE WOAl[] ...

_ _.. he Wor~d of Eh::!ctron•c U•deo uarne~

.This goes on for several hours, until everybody has forgotten what the
trial was about in the first place and the defendant is able to sneak out of
the courtroom, unnoticed.
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Reader Dislikes Policy
Editor:
On Tuesday, December 1, 1981, I (a student at UNMI and a friend (a
student at U of A) attended the UNM-East Texas State basketball game.
My friend was refused admitt~nce because he was using my younger
brother's UNM identification card to get in. The usher at the door stated he
was protecting the student's section in the arena from fraudulent ticket
use. He confiscated the indentification card and stated I could pick it up at
the UNM ticket office or adjacent athletic office. I approached both places
and neither knew the whereabouts of my brother's I.D. I have continually
checked and it has stiil not shown up. On December 7, I returned to UNM
area to question the usher of the the Whereabouts of the I.D. He stated he
did not know where it was and again stressed he was protecting the
student section from fraudulent ticket use. I feel if a student has paid his
tuition, $14.00 of which is allotted to student activities such as basketball
games, he should be able to do what he Wants with a ticket. it is unfair to
students who cannot attend the game but wish to lend their I. D. as a gift
or friendly gesture. It is ironic that the usher states he was told to maintain
the student section for students when the ticket office many times sells
unclaimed student tickets to the general public. The UNM ticket office
effectively makes double money on the tickets. I do not criticize the usher,
but rather his supervisors for the inconvenience. I still have not acquired
the 1. D, which is continually needed for school activities. I would definitely
appreciate an explanation and the return of my brothers 1.0.
Robert Gallegos

V 1.deo

eek ends

w ·.

~~~~
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5 Games for $1.00
Games World the Largest Video Game Center
in the University Area wants to say

ME-RRY-CHRISTMAS TO ALL
Across from UNM 247·4120 Open 7 days a week

ICELAND
Game Room
5110 Copper NE
(behind Vip's on Central)

Video Week
5 Games for $1. 00

· , Ends Dec. 10
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lJNM Student Dies in Donn Room

Seniors, don't let job oppqrttmHte:o

Casey Optical Co.

pass you ~Y· Have you roglstered Wllh
CPA? II not. <•lltoll·lroe

A 20-year-old University of New
Mexico student was found dead
;3 doors west ot Your Drug)
1·800·36~·3093
4306 Lorrtas at Was.hiflgton
tor 1uudetalls and data enlry lorm.
, Monday in his dormitory room, an
265·88~6
J....~.:.:::.:o:::;;.::::.:.;;:;:;..;;;.;.;.;;;;;.;:..;=;....--' apparent suicide victim, Berry Cox,
chief of campus police said,
UNM wrestler Doug Rice, of
Columbus, Neb., was found by
roommate Tim Gould, also an
UNM wrestler, in their DeVargas·
Laguna dormitorY room about
renl'lru•J - olf/, hroulnuult) o~ nem
·
noon, the Public Information
Office reported. PIO said Rice
.!!I:.! '(,!,,JI(trd al Jf/.1l; II
rtniafJx rtonl rfr,(ltf'i>
apparently shot himself,
,··J(~I,fih(,,u•: .!6',-;-,.,'lfJ(J
j'ettct?lt~'l ~,· "t'~t•dJt;~tPJ
"I've often said that when my

{fJd1:tk-ft~
.1'/nn((; ~,. /A'!IIet,'f
..~~t'nlo ~,' •1/,,,,-ffiCMk

('fulJI,'

diu•d. - /J~oula,lf

IJ~·(I(J (/, JJI,

(a 8,'(1(1 jt,JJ_I,

GSA Council Meeting
Sat. Dec. 12, 9am Rm. 230 SUB
Agenda
I.
11.

Ill.

Call to order
Minutes oF 11-21-Hlnwl'ling

l'rt'sident'.> report
F('(•

IV.

incrt>a~e

Com mitlee n•po1·ts
Finane(~

V.

VI.
VII.

Old businc~s
,1Vord }ll'Oees~or
Ntw business

i"C]10rl

Adjournment

Loo~ing for

kids grow up 1 would like them to
be like Do~g Rice," said Bill
Dotson UNM's head wrestling
coach. :'He was polite, considerate
anc;i an excellent person.
· ''He's had his ups and downs,
including knee surgery last
January," said Dotson. "That's
what makes this so hard to understand."
The !50-pound Rice had a 1·2
record this year in competition at
the Western Open and against
Central State in a dual meet. He

had a 4-2 record in the 158-pounct
weight class last year as a Lobo
freshman and a 4-6 record in the
150 pound class for an 8-8 overall
record.
Last year, he finished third at 158
pounds in the Nevada-Las Vegas
Tournament and fifth at 150
pounds in the Southwest Open.
A memorial service has been
scheduled for today at 7 p.m. in the
Alumni Memorial Chapel, with
final arrangements set in Columbus
on Thursday.

Faculty Senate Alters Constitution
After Suggestion By Committee
Manuel Franco
The Faculty Senate recom·
mended rewording the part of the
Faculty Constitution concerning
the Senate's responsibilities, ap·
proved adding branch college
representatives to one of its
committees and amended the
copyright policy at its meeting
Tuesday.
The rewording of Article 1,
Section 2 of the Faculty con·
stitution did not essentially change
the meaning of the section but was

a different gift?

made at the recommendation of the
Senate's Committee of Five. The
committee
recommended
this
rewording after convincing the
UNM Board of Regents to adopt a
similar statement concerning the
Regents' responsibilities last
month.
The committee made its actions
at the suggestion of the Association
of American University Professors.
Political Science Professor Paul
Hain was dissatisfied with the
rewording, saying that the proposal
"tells us to teach our classes, do our
research and shut up. I'm shocked
that this is being presented to us."
But Associate English Professor
James Thorson said the proposal
"has to do with faculty governance,
not faculty duties."
The proposal was approved by a
stand-up vote and now will be

considered by the general faculty
membership at its annual meeting
in February.
The amendment in the copyright
Ia w provides for faculty members
to reimburse the University when
they make "extensive use of
University resources" when
producing "a copyrightable work
intended
for
commercial
dissemination.''
This amendment and allowing
representatives from UNM's
bianch colleges to sit on the
Admissions and Registration
Committee both passed by voice
vote.
The Senate is not scheduled to
meet again until Feb. 9 and is
scheduled to meet the second
Tuesday of each month for the rest
of next semester.

Carr Family Donates $5000
To Buy Bilingual Materials
The family of the late Anita
Osuna Carr has given a gift of
$5000 to the Anita Osuna Carr
Collection of bilingual materials at
the University of New Mexico.
Carr was a graduate and former
faculty member of UNM who was
well known for her interest in
languages and bilingual education.
The gift was presented by Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Osuna and E.
E. Osuna, lifelong residents of
Albuquerque, on behalf of the
estate of their sister, Margarita P.

Osuna. Mrs. MarY Sanchez and
Mrs. Maria Vergara attended the
presentation representing the Pan
American Roundtable I, an
organization Mrs. Carr helped to
establish which is dedicated to
promoting knowledge and better
understanding of Latin American
countries.
The gift will be used to add
materials to the Carr Collection and
to provide equipment necessary for
the preservation, security and
exhibition of the books and other
materials.

KUNM To Present Plays, Stories
Story-plays and folk fantasies by
local writers will be showcased in
two December broadcasts on
I<UNM radio at the University of
New Mexico.
Hispanic music and folklore of
New Mexico will be a bilingual
broadcast on Dec, 14 at 10 p.m.
"El Grillo y el Leon/The Cricket
and the Lion" is a contest between

the great and the small, and "Los
Siete Bueyes/The Seven Oxen" is a
tale of the struggle between good
and evil.
The final broadcast, to be aired
Dec, 21 at 10 p.m., consists of three
modern fables of contemporary
American life. The fables are
entitled "Once There was a
CountrY Where Dragons Lived in
Houses and People Lived in Caves

in the Forest With All the Other
Animals," "Once There was a
Country Where the Sun Never
Shines'' and ''Once There was a
Country Where Birds Didn't Fly, at
Least Not Very Many."
The production of the radio plays
in funded by KUNM, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the New
Mexico Arts Division and Action
Arts, Inc.

• Ask for your student discount
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take the form of ·•.active steps to
holidays come finals, which are deal with the real problems, such as
always a period of stress.''
loneliness."
Manhart also
emphasizes
preparation as the key to
He said, ''If people have
conquering the holiday blues.
problems during the holidays they
probably have them all'year long.
"If you have small problems,"
The
solution is to solve your eating
he says, "deal with them before
problems- period."
they become big ones. And if you
find yourself in a lonely positionGoodlive organizes group
reach out - call us."
therapy sessions for people with

While a recent study, reported in
the December 1981 issue of
Psychology Today, effectively
debunked the myth that suicide
rates increase during the holidays, it
reaffirmed that holiday depression
does exist and can be damaging. It
can aggravate existing problems or
trigger
negative
defense
mechanisms such as overeating or
over-buying.
Dr. Lawrence Goodlivc, Ph.D.,
Director of the Goodlive Clinic in
Albuquerque says, "Overeating is
often a way of avoiding certain
feelings like loneliness and
depression. And during the
holidays people have more time to
fill and often eat more to fill it."
"This can cause," he says, "a
vicious circle of guilt and
depression and more eating,"
which for an overweight person
struggling to slim down can be
4
~dcvastating. ''
Bobby N. Holtead, Ph.D., a
clinical psychologist with the
Obesity
and
Risk
Factor
Management
Program
in
Albuquerque said in a recent article, "Food is the focus of holiday
activity, the necessary pretext
around which friends and family
gather. Failure to throw off selfrestraint is perceived by others as
aloofness, as unwillingness to join
in the spirit of tl1ings."
While "there is no one strategy"
that will work for all holiday dieter,
says Goodlive, planning in advance
is again the key. Because overeating
"is only a symptom of other
problems" such advance work must

eating problems throughout the
year, but he also begins groups
specifically before the holidays to
help people deal with the unique
problems of the season.

Although the strains of the
holidays may get to many people,
there are positive ways to ease
them. Amidst the chaos of this
Christmas season there is a
cacophony of concerned voices
offering advice:
- ''Plan ahead.''
"Remember you're not
alone."
- "Realize that loneliness is not
abnormal."
-"You can make changes."
- "Enjoy yourself."
- and- last but not least- Have
a Merry Christmas.

This may lead to two very dif·
ferent problems: immediate
depression and feelings of
inadcquacey
surrounding
our
inability to shower our loved ones
with gifts, or post-holiday
depression when the bills arrive for
those of us who couldn't resist
overextendng ourselves by buying
on credit.

"clout."'
Shapiro suggests avoiding this
trap by making gifts rather than
buying them.
"It's a great way to mobilize
your energy and can help ease part
of the financial burden of the

season. ' i

Credil consultants also suggest
shopping within whatever cash
means possible and avoiding the
credit crunch altogether.
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Ice Cream
20~ a scoop
I
I
I

limi! 1 per cu sto me r
thru Dec. 15 , 19 8 1
non-transferable· no cash value

GBHBRAL STDR.E
111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

Southwest Scholarship Service
P.O. Box 14805
Albuquerque, NM 87191

Dear Students, Faculty, Staff:

Posh Bagel Says Goodbye
With any luck, when you come back from vacation
the Posh Bagel will be gone.

But,

in its place, with the same great food and
the addition of UNM's only full service bar and
live music and Happy Hours (4-7 p.m.) five days a
week.

So, Goodbye Posh Bagel
And Hello

8117 Menaul NE

(across from Hoffmantown)

opening Friday, January 15th 8am·1 :30am
See January 11th Daily Lobo for details.

Santa Fe

i
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Financial Aid
For Students.

Great variety of Laurel, Shashi, and
Thousand Flowers earrings" Wool boucle
hooded ponchos" Cotton flannel nitegowns.,
l:nglish wool blend tights .. All
wool animals from China'' Paper wallets' •
Men's and women'scashmere sox' •
silk camisoles and blouses' •
hair ornaments • '7 styles of
100'7. colton T·shirts' 'hatik and
cutwork clothing from Indonesia

403 Cordova Rd. West

I1

I

FORA
COMPlETE SElECTION OF
THE SEASONS MOST WANTED
GIFT ITEMS:

Look under a different tree.

~

2933

We wish to thank the students who have used our ser·
vice. Our Chrishnas present to the other students is until
Jan. 2, 1982. We will offer our service for $35.00 on any
application we receive. We will still guarantee 5 to 25
sources of aid for you to apply for.
Send now for your application and start receiving
money for school.

Another area of conflict during
the holidays is money. Few people
have as much as they would like
and most have special people who
they feel deserve more than they
can realistically afford to give.

Oespite credit experts' advice and
higher interest rates, people are
charging as much this Christmas as
ever, forestalling their current
holiday ·blues with the magic of

1844 Lomas NE • 842·0059

The

-Miseries-----------continued from page 1

511 Wyoming N. E.
265·3667
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Action of the Season
Destroys Our Reason.
Marc While
'Twas Yule in the newsroom and all through the staff,
Editors were moaning as reporters would laugh,
Hard copies were hung over windows with care
In hopes that cheap paper would keep out the glare.
(}aussoin in her jacket and sports in its rut
Hoped mild-mannered reporters inward would strut.
Photographers danced with six photos per page
As green-colored writers pickled with rage.
"Cut this! Rewrite! Pick up some speed!
And get out there, Ace, and scrape up a lead!
On Davis, on Johnson, on roundball or miceOn La Po, on Agora- just make it nice!
On tuition, on homework, on something excitable-Just make it 'on campus' and don't make it libel!"
..So they rushed out of Marron and stole down the mall,
Searching for news in dorm room and hall.
Alas, stuffed in a duck pond, what was then found?
A ballot box, four coaches and a dean - almost drowned.
Finally inspired, they turned straight to their work,
Only later to learn, "We can't print that, you jerk!"
Disappointed, chagrined, fighting the odds,
They turned to feature items, exhibits on gods.
Deadline approaching on a cold, newsless night,
"Let's just say 'Merry Christmas' and then go get tight."

Area Students Actively Recruited
By UNM School Relations Office
Mindy Schwab
Outstanding students from
Albuquerque high schools are the
hull's-eye for target practice by the
UNM Office of School Relations.
The office is developing a new
home visitation program, which is a
part of this "target recruitment,"
said Sara Wakeland of school
relations. This program is aimed
specifically at "top'' Albuquerque
students, she said.
"We want to appeal to the better
student who tends to leave th'e state
because he thinks there is
something better outside of New
Mexico. That's not the case," she
said.
Home visitation consists of UNM
faculty volunteers who visit these
top students and their families at
home, Wakeland said,
Nancy
Magnuson,
school
relations director, said UNM
faculty members will visit over 500
students in the spring. More than
4 70 of those have already been
contacted, she said,
This personal contact "shows
UNM' s interest in the student as
well as faculty support," Wakeland
said.
The visits are designed to

recognize the student's achievement
and to present university program
information to "let students know
they dop' t have to go far away" to
get the education they want, she
said.
Wakeland said that "other
universities would be amazed at our
faculty support." There are now
about 160 faculty volunteers involved in the program, she said.
The home visitation program
piloted )ast February and Wakeland
said it wao "a rush job" just before
scholarships were awarded.
For this reason, "the statistical
results from last year are
meaningless," said Magnuson,
although she said the individual
responses were positive.
The program is still an experiment, "a continuation of the
pilot project," Wakeland said.
"We're always re-evaluating the
programs," she said, "This year
we're talking about a big brunch to
get the faculty, students and
parents together."
The president of the university
would be there and the students
would be recognized "en masse,"
she said.
Wakeland said the Office of
School Relations hopes the home

The Professor Says:

Give The Gift Of Music
Remember, any car stereo system purchased from University Audio
for a gift, can be installed after Christmas for FREE!

ONLY $129.95
installed

ONLY $159.95

Reg, S620.00
NOW ONLY

$399.95

Genesis
Loudspeakers
Starting from

$199.95 a pair.

University Audio's best selling
system always gives you some·
thing to be thankful for. This
AM/FM stereo cassette system
has locking fast forward/rewind
and much morel Installed with
51!• or 6 x 9 Dual Cone Speakers,
your choice.
The Toshiba RT·100s Portable is
a straightforward, no-nonsense
stereo radio cassette recorder
with all the features you need.
Yet, for all it's simplicity, It Is
built with some of the most
advanced technology available.

Just In time for the Holidays.
The Technics SA-103 Receiver,
BSR fulty automatic Turntable
and 'Genesis I Loudspeal1ers.
This system will give you super
sound at a super price!

University Audio Is proud to
offer Genesis, :rtle'.people at
Genesis have beeh· designing
and building qualify Into loud·
speakers with the goal of
becoming the best In the industry.
Genesis' Innovations and develop•
ments have resulted not only in
loudspeakers with excellent
objective and subjective
performance, but also In Genesis'
industry leadership in product
durability and consistency. Every
Genesis home loudspeaker carries
a full lifetime warranty!

Starting
f rom
$89 •95

visitation will cause these students
to at least seriously consider going
to UNM for their education.
The "target recruitment" also
involves a
calling campaign
Wakeland said. This progra~
involves faculty members who
contact students who have scored
well on the ACT, she said.
Wakeland said she thinks the
"target recruitment" and the
Presidential Scholars program have
made a difference in the quality of
new students enrolling at UNM.
The ACT average has increased
19.1 percent over the past three
years and that figure is above the
national average, she said.
"There are also fewer students
having to take basic skills classes,"
Wakeland said.

.
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Geology Senior
Gets Scholarships
Totaling $1250
A University of New Mexi.co
senior majoring in geology has been
awarded a $900 scholarship from
the Gen. Thomas D. Campbell
Foundation of Albuquerque.
David Szklarz was chosen for the
scholarship on the basis of his
academic record.
At UNM, Szklarz also recieved a
department of geology award for
$50 in the 1980 spring semester and
a $300 Leonard Scholarship in the
1981 spring semester.
After receiving his degree he said
he plans to seek employment in
petroleum or minerals exploration.
He also plans to continue his
studies through graduate work in
economic or structural geology.

PERCENTAGE
RATE

Joggmg,
.
wa 1.k1ng, s.k1•mg •. you

will always be In tune with a
Wat~·A·Round from University
AUdiO.

,

·. ·

Htgh BtaS
·90's
$a.29 ea.
C.

PDMagnetlcs by DuPont. You
have never heard It so good.
PDMagnetics Is the pacesetter
for recording tape In Europe
and It Is here at University
Audio! He~r what you have
been mlssmg!

-

•r::::l•

~
$229.95
installed!

NIKKO AUDIO
RECEIVERS
Starting from

$259.95

The complete car stereo
system by Jensen. This 8 watt
AM/FM stereo cassette has
locking fast forward, auto·
lock distance switching &
more! Installed With the Jensen
J-1186 Co·ax speakers, you will
really hear what you have been
missihg.

Exciting stereo receivers! In the
tradition of their Professional
series ... Nikko Audio Stereo
Receivers. The NA-1000 Is truly
a magnificent instrument. Just
some of Its features include
.
quartz digital tuning, 6 AM & F~"
preset Selectors & auto tune,
DC power amplifier for wide
frequency response, 2·C:Oior
LED power level displays,
unique moving magnet &
moving coli cartridge
capability. The NR·800, NR·100
and NR·500 share many of these
features. Plus, the Nikko Audio
Exclusive 3·yr. parts and labor
transferable warranty.

Do you need
a physical examination
for employment?
Students may obtain a
physical examination at the
Student Health Center for a
base fee of $20.00 plus the
standard fee for any X-ray or
any laboratory work that is
necessary. For appointment
call277-3136.
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SALE
10%

~ DISCOUNT
ON
ALL REGULAR
STOCK ITEMS
WITH UNM ID

TOLL FREE WATS LINE!
1·800·432·6648
Mail Orders Accepted!

~

Instead of building a collection of worthless
rent receipts, enjoy the advantages of ownership at Eagle's Nest Condominiums. At Eagle's
Nest, you'll find the kind of active lifestyle
that college students prefer at affordable
.
pnces.
• 12% interest
• 12.3% annual percentage rate
• Hot tub
• Barbeque grills
• Pool and sun deck
• Tennis courts, golf course and
driving range less than a block away
• University of New Mexico, downtown
area and hospitals close by
• And all the good-living features
you'd expect in a fme home

Almost like a college scholarship.
GALLERY 1
3500 central SE
268-7449
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STUDIOS & ONE BEDROOM

CONDOMINIUMS
FROM

'

$21,900
$1,500 DOWN
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
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Latin American Education Guide
Offers Minority Professors Insights
The University of New Mexico
educational
administration
dcp<utment and the Latin American
Program1 in Rducation have
published a book to aiel in the
universal education of Latin
Arnerh:an citizens.
A
Panorama of Higher

Education in Lmin America and the
United States draws on the experience and knowledge of a variety
of UNM Latin American specialists
and Latin American educalors
cnnJlled in a special master's degree
program in the UNM educational
adminhtnltion department.
A large number of Latin
American educators are earning
advanced degrees in education in
the United States in attempt to

better equip themselves to help educators on an American campus
extend free education to their and because UNM has the largest
citi7.ens. But American education number of faculty with an interest
metl10ds and theories don't always in Latin America."
fit the needs of Latin American
A team-taught course, the class
systems and very little comparative drew on the specialties of its
resea.rch has been published on the faculty, who developed presendifferences between the two tations on various aspects of
systems.
American higher education. The
This new book is the first step Latin American students then
toward developing comparative developed responses to the
data on United States and Latin presentations based on the practices
American education.
of their own countries and showing
Dr. Ron Blood, chairperson of similarities and differences with the
the educational administration American model.
department, said, "We realized
"This was a class project from
that we were the best resource for beginning to end," Blood said.
developing a comparative study "There were four student editors
because we have the greatest who helped develop the contents of
concentration of Latin American the book. "

Best Price In Town
For Checking!

Free.
There's nothing better than free.

Complete monthly statement.

'l'hat's the price you pay for a regular
checking account at Albuquerque
Federal.

You also receive our fully
descriptive, easy to understand
statement each month. Everything's
there - deposits, withdrawals and
your monthly balance.

No fees or charges.
You don't pay any monthly fees and
there are no check transaction fees. And,
there's no penalty if your -account drops
to next to nothing because there's no
minimum balance requirement.

Bounceless checking protection.
Our overdraft protection takes the
embarrassment out of an overdrawn account. 'l'his option is available on all our
checking plans.

$100 initial deposit.
Move over to the best priced
checking account in town. Just $100
opens your account at any
Albuquerque Federal office in
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho and Santa
Fe.

East Central Office
4901 Central NE
883-3257
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-Crises------continued from page 1

A.lumni Relations and Development, and Vice-President Marvin
"Swede" Johnson has final
authority to appoint this person. or
course, recommendations from the
board are taken into consideration
in this process."
Miller said he did not veto the
board's vote. "Johnson asked me
for my recommendations, but
Johnson declined to hire DeBonis,"
he said.
"When Vice-President Johnson
asked for my recommendations on
this process, l indicated that l
found DeBonis to be unqualified as
a professional director. The vice
president subsequently refused to
hire DeBonis and the process was
referred back to the board for
further recommendations, eventuating in the appointment of the
current
professional
director,
Elizabeth Ritz-Landis."
DeBonis said Ritz-Landis is
"laying down the law. She didn't
like the idea that AGORA was a
student organization. She didn't
feel students could run AGORA,"
he said.
Miller said it was true AGORA
was set up to operate "with a
minimal amount of professional
help." He said he supports the
concept of paraprofessional
counseling
and
research
demostrates
how
effective
paraprofessionals can be as intervention agents.
"For many kinds of counseling
there is nothing magic about having
a Ph. D. But there is a world of
difference between a center that
functions
with
minimal
professional staffing and one that
functions without professional
supervision," Miller said.
Miller said, "l was shocked, in
assuming the position of faculty
advisor to AGORA, to discover the
absence of professional supervision
of counseling and the state of
service delivery at the center.''

Miller continued, "Volunteer
counselors were not required to
altend continl!ous training and
counseled without ongoing training
or supervision from a professional.
The former professional director,
like the one initially chosen as a
candidate by the board last year,
was a B.A.-level person whose
experience had been primarily in
AGORA as a volunteer and in
academic advisement."
Miller said lack of professional
supervision resulted in such incidents as clients' records being left
lying about the center with
disregard for confidentiality, clients
being taken home by counselors
and one volunteer later admitted
using AGORA to sexually solicit
callers.
Those incidents resulted in some
policy changes, such as the training
of volunteers and the cre<~tion of a
contract between the volunteer and
the center.
"The changes were made in the
summer,'' said Ritz-Landis.
"Everyone was invited but not
everyone came."
"The contract is called a mutual
commitment agreement which says
AGORA is here to serve the
community," she said. "The
contract was created to give
guidelines. Before, there were loose
guidelines and that looseness was
not serving the needs of the
community."
DeBonis and other volunteers
said they feel that by pressuring
people to do volunteer work by
making them sign a cont(act will
"chase them away.''
"The old volunteers are not
allowed back unless they are
retained. That is an insult," said
DeBonis. '·'The contract is
ridiculous. It is like saying 'we
don't trust you."'
Miller said, "Volunteers who
wish to counsel at the center are
indeed forced to go through
training in that we !Jelieve training
to be an essential par! of
preparation
for
competent
paraprofessional counseling. "
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Durante los Dtas de
Navidad, Rompiendo
Pifiatas Es Popular
Robert S"nchez
There are many Christmas customs that have originated in other
countries that New Mexicans use,
An example is luminarias or farolitos, the little lights used to light
paths and porches.
Another such example is the pinata. Pinatas were originally made
from a clay jar by a piiiatero covered with different-colored, handcut tissues pasted on the jar to form a figure such as a bull or a star.
The jar is filled with candy or coins.
The custom is that a blindfolded person attempts to break the jar
with a stick while the pinata is suspended above them. Usually each
person gets three attempts to break the pinata. When it is broken,
the contents fall on the floor and there is a mad rush for the contents. It is especially popular with children.
Traditionally, in Mexico and surrounding areas, the pinata is used
at festive occasions like parties, Christmas, anniversaries or other
such events, said Agnus Sanchez, the owner of the Pinata Shop in
OldTown.
The pinata is also used after La Posada, a Christmas procession to
a house or church as a reenactment of Mary and Joseph's journey to
Bethlehem as recounted in the Bible.
But the pinata originated in Spain as part of a masked pinata
dance on the first Sunday of Lent. On the Saturday before Easter,
pinatas symbolizing Judas are carried in street processions and
broken by the crowd.
Pinatas are also used as centerpieces or other forms of decoration,
S~nchez said.
At the Pinata Shop, pinatas. start at $3,50.
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Cres1ed Buue, Purgatory, Tellur1de

Day Ski Trips:
Taos (i30',,. Sanla Fe(S22 'I
• hlt::ludes Bus and Lilt

CALL 881-7832
USAF FLIGHT .IACKET
GENUINE Ql
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ARMY·NAVY GOOiiS

504 YALESE
258·0000

Hay I!}Uchas costumbres de Navidad que tienen sus or(genes en
otros pa1ses que Ia gente nuevomexicana usa para sus celebraciones.
Par ejemplo, las luminarias o los farolitos, estos !Ucitos son
usados para encender las sendas y los patios.
Otro ejemplo es Ia pinata.
.
.
,.
El pinatero had~ las pinatas de un jarro de barro. Se las cubnan
con tisU's cortado par mana y ten(an colores diferentes que
engradaban en el jarro de manera que tormara una figura como un
taro o una estrella. Luego, se llenaba el jarro con du!ces o con
maned a.
La costumbre requiere que una persona con los ojos vendados
!rate de romper el jarro con un palo mientras que la pinata esta
suspendida sabre esa persona, Segiln !a costumbre, cada persona
recibe tres empresas para romperla. Cuando se logra quebrada el
contcnido cae en el piso y todo el mundo se Ianza locamente para
recogcrlo. Esta costumbre tiene mucha popularidad entre los ni!ios.
Agnus Sanchez, Ia dueiia de La Pii\'ata ShOp en Ia Plaza Vieja,
dice que, generalmente, en Me'xico y en las tierras cercanas, Ia pinata
es usada durante las ocasiones festivales como Ia Navidad, los
aniversarios y los cumpleaiios. "
Sin embargo, Ia pinata origino en Espana como parte de un baile
de una piiiata enntascarada el primer domin}o de !a Cuaresma. En el
s5bado antes de Ia Pascua de Resurreccion,. las pinatas que simbolizan a Judas se las llevan en procesiones callejeras y se las rompen
, .
•
.
.
.
.
" .
.
.
a III m1smo.
Tambi{n, las pinatas son usadas despues de La P(lsada, una
procesi6'n de Navidad que va a una casa o a uM Iglesia co~o una
. reactuaciO'n de Ia jornada de Marra y Jose' a Beli!n, reconto en Ia
Biblia.
Se usan las pinatas finalmente como adornos u iltras formas de
decoraci6n para el hagar, dice Sanchez.
Enla tienda de pinatas, el precio de pi\'iatas empieza a $3,50.
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K2-610 SKI PACKAGE
I
REGULAR
I
The New 610 Camp, lighter Wilh softer flex for an easy
comfortable ride, Complete with Look 37 Bindings, Ski
brakes, Scott Poles and Installation.
375.00
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I
I
I
I
I
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Regular 140.00

HEXEL MIRAGE

.•••••.

Regular232,00 •.•••.•.•••••.

DYNASTAR SPRINT MEDIAN Reg.11s
OLIN MARK VII

14995 I

Reg. 210.

KNEISSL WHITE STAR MID Reg.25D

•••••

J

.

95
129
11995

95
169
95
.159

Regular3Dll.OO •• , .................

ELA~ RC 04~r 05.• 1~81 Models

Reg.$25o

NORDICA OMEGA or
MUNARI SPIDERLIGHT
Regular 100.00 to 120.00

6995 I
.

SCOTT SUPERLIGHT Reg.$200 •. 9995
·
9995
DYNAFIT FLEX Regular 160.00........
DYNAFIT P~~.'23 o.oo .14995

I
I

LANGE XL 1000
15995
HF:IRELING
Regular 230.00
SUPER IMPLUSE
11995

I

~;':~~~-~~.?~?~~. . ~.~~~. ~~ ~??:............ 175°0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

HANSON
HANSON GITATION.R13· 995
CLASSIC 6995
Regular240.0D
SALOMON 222 or
LOOK GT, WITH
BRAKE 3995
Regular 65.00
LOOK 37,
19a0 Model

TURNTABLE
Regular 100.00

LOOK N77

1961 MODEL
Heavy Spring only, Reg. $150 , •

I
I
I
I

5995

1 0995

lgt~tS•"-'"''"~;?mW:'i--O%'~*"~~~t''%:l''1'-"''m::'.zu:c:•.;;::s!M: .·'·~;--::}~:,~~>~:o.r:::.;;;::::;;uur.w.>~'.s~7~~.t

TRAK NO WAX XC SKI PACKAGE
Complete with Goretex SOmm Boot, Fiberglas poles
Bindings & Installation. Regular 165.00 .................. .
;,

I

$99

·.-__,,:·:¥:·:::.·u§.i:cs:.'.<'.'.:,:·..-· ., ·::r:,::rJ;wxw..::t:;m.::.x~:;,1:~e;:::;.l.c.;;:~·a:~tr:£Wr~w,>..XC\&~~:..:;.:m;it"~~

FAMOUS SKI SKIN ALLEN A TURTLE-NECKS

'I

MENS, LADIES &. KIDS

I

BUY 2, GET 3rd ONE FREE

2001 .

FAMOUS ALPINE DESIGN FASHION
DOWN SKI PARKAS, Mens, Ladies& Kids
99 to
SKI GLOVES, Famous Makers

I

9

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

/0 OFF J.->--;;;a

1999

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SKI BOOTS (Notalmodelsandsizes)

I

I
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Everything you need including
U.S.A. Made Skis. Look 6+ Bindings
BARRECRAFTER Poles, Munari Spider

I

Translated by Robert Sanchez

Weekend Ski Trips:

COMPLETESKI PACKAGE

I
I
I
I
I
II
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Past New York Educator Selected
Director of UNM's Gallup Branch
Dr, John Phillips, acting director
of the University of New Mexico
Gallup Branch, has been installed
as the new director.
Phillips, selccled from a field of
60 applicants, replaces Don Gatzke,
who left the position in August to
become president of a Montana
community college.
"We interviewed four finalists
here at UNM and in Gallup," Alex
Sanchez, associate provost of
co!nmunity education, said. "The
interviews were extensive and included separate sessions with the
search committee, faculty and staff
and an open forum for studenls and
people in the community.
"1 found all the finalists very well
qualified but Dr. Phillips was

clearly the more qualified candidate
bequsc of his experience related to
the varied aspects of the job as
director."
Since August 1980, Phillips has
been dean of the Division of Career
Education at the Gallup Branch.
The dean holds all of the division's
administrative
responsibilities,
which encompasses nursing,
business technology, secretarial
science, law enforcement training,
vocational-technical training and
drafting technology,
Phillips received both his
master's and bachelor's degrees in
education from the State University
of New York at Buffalo. He earned
his Doctor of Education degree at
the University of Tennessee in 1980.

''

He is a member of Iota Lambda
Sigma, Omicron Tau Theta, the
American Council of Industrial
Arts Teacher Education, the
National
Indian Education
Association and the American
Vocational Association.
Prior to his arrival at the UNM
Gallup campus, Phillips taught at
Jamestown Community College in
Jamestown, N.Y., University of
Tennessee, University of Toledo
and the University of Alaska
Northwest Community College.
While at the University of Alaska
he was also the director of a
vocational outreach grant of
$428,000, which was used to
provide 15 remote Eskimo villages
with packaged vocational courses.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

Traditions Recollected
From Years Gone By

:
:

•••
•
•
••

Terri Jenkins
Christmas Day, 1886
Dear Mother,
You would find this Christmas celebration somewhat hard to believe. Of
course the major gift for which I am thankful is the completion of the
schoolhouse- and your wonderful box of precious books! But you could
only have believed this western Christmas had you been here in person.
One of the cowboys from the Lazy H ranch started everyone's Christmas
yesterday morning with a literal bang! Ted Bryant galloped his horse right
up Main street, firing his "pearl-handled six shooters" into the air and
awakening our entire little town, for it was just daylight. We persuaded
Sheriff James not to arrest poor Ted, beca)lse then he would have had to
spend Christmas Day in jail - and missed the dance. (I know it's not
proper perhaps to bave such a frivolous observation of a deeply religious
holiday, but it is a welcome departure from the often hard life out here.)
Dances here are more of an endurance contest than anythi'ilg else. Of
course, with only ten lady partners including Mrs. Mills' twelve-year old
girl, some of the men borrowed the "heifer brand." This consists of a
bandana tied around a man's .upper arm to designate him as a lady, but no
lady could survive that stomping, 'trampling' foot race these ranch hands
call dancing!

REMEMBER
AlJN'l' OORIS?
She'll love a holiday gift certificate
from Wendy's!
And so will everyone else on your list.
Through December 19th,
$5 Wendy's gift certificates arejust $4!
Available at Wendy's in
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Gallup.
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Alex Avetikian, of the UNM Ski Team, holds up two, of many
Christmas trees that are being sold at San Mateo and Montgomery to rai!;e money for women sports.

s

GSA To Consider Fee Hike
A possible increase in the
Graduate Student Association fee is
among the topics to be discussed at
the Association's meeting Saturday.
The meeting will be at 9 a.m. in
Room 230 of the Student Union
Building.
GSA President Ellen Foppes said
the present GSA fee has been $11

'•••
'•'~•

'•
!.'

since 1969.
In the GSA elections last spring,
graduate students voted to increase
their fees to $15, but the administration is opposed to raising
the GSA fee, Foppes said.
The administratiol) is probably
responding to a petition Johnson
received earlier this semester, she
said.
"There are some graduate
students - 24 students signed tbe
petition - who feel that they
should not have to pay any fee at all
because
they're
part·time
students," Foppes said.

New& Out-of-Print Books
NM the West & Adobe Specialists
CHAMISA BOOKSHOP

SERVICE AVAILABLE TO

1602CENTRALS.E., NEAR UNrv-BLVD.
OPEN: l•iiP1o1, M-S ..'r, PH. 243-3100

I seem to mention the cowboys often, Mother, but this rugged country
would be totally uninhabitable without the ranchers and their crews.
Towns don't spring up like toadstools! We still have no sidewalks, only
one store, and our permanent population seems to have settled at about
forty-three. (Not counting the cougars, scorpions, rattlesnakes, etc.)
We had a Christmas dinner, too, as a rest from the dancing. Tommy
O'Leary rode in from the canyon with the very first turkey be'd ever shot.
We roasted it for the dinner,. and you.never saw a prouder seven-year-old.
Music for the dance itself was furnished by one fiddle, one mouth organ,
(harmonica) and a great deal of clapping and stomping. Out Territorial
taste for music continues unbluntedl

Well, Mother, I hope your Christmas was a very happy .day, too. We
read aloud the old treasured story while everyone recuperated from the
dancing, and I admit l felt a little sad picturing you doing the same for my
brothers and sister by the parlor Christmas tree. Please thank Grandmother again for the warm shawl she knitted for me. And 1 remain,
always your loving daughter,
Caroline

We Search&Spedal Order

Perfect for Special Occasions,
Birthdays, Sweethearts,
Christmas Gifts
or just for fun!!

•
•

Just tell us you saw .this ad in the "Lobo"
Offer expires Jan. 31, 1981
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In A Hurry For Lunch?
Don't Sacrifice Quality For Speed.

-TRY-

PIZZA SLICES
(sicilian style)

60~
additional ingredients 20~

ON TAP
COORS * LOWENBRAU * LITE

BOTTLES
MOOSEHEAD, HENRY WEINHARD, LOWENBRAU DARK,
MOLSON, GROLSCH, DOS EQUIS, HEINEKEN

-ATCARRARO'S PIZZA & ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

108 Vassar SE
,.,,.,,___ _~-""'
(across from U.N.M.)
1 block west of Girard & Central

~~~~~w~~~w~~~~w~~~~~~w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Santa Comes Early When You
SELL-YOUR TEXTBOOKS NOW
$$$ FOR CASH$$$

~

~

277-4159
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"Balloon Someone today"
They'll be gl~d you did!!

: $1.50 Off regular price

We bad decorated the school house yesterday morning (after Ted's
'wake-up call' !) with pinon branches and some bows Mrs. Mills made of
red calico. At noon the entire school (eleven children) came for the spe!Ung
bee, and to my surprise not only their parents came but everyone else. Mr.
Beeson was there, too, but we had him sit near an open window so his
boliday 'spirits' didn't overwhelm anyone else. Little Mary Dodson, only
eight years old, 'spelled down' the entire school with "geographical." I
thought we were going to have a brawl right in the school house, when
Juan Martinez and Bill Clements were arguing over spelling "fractious."
Bill insisted it was spelled with a 'k', while Juan, wbo reads more and
better than any other vaquero around here, was firm in spelling it with a
'c'. Mayor Smith resolved the problem, however, when Juan began rolling
up his sleeves and storekeeper Bill took off his bat- Mayor Smith said we
would have a town spelling bee for New Year's Day. I think we'd best get
Sheriff James to be one of the judges, for 'sore-beaded' storekeepers are
not noted for being either good spellers or losers. But they will have a
grand free-for-all and everyone will have a good time. These cowboys fight
and say the most terrible things to each other, but let one of them be
overdue from looking for lost stock or 'snake-bit' and most quarrels are
forgotten in order to help whoever needs it. And I almost forgot! Those
same rough, fierce cowboys made whistles and tops for our three
schoolboys, and bashfully presented each little girl with a band-carved
duck, or rabbit, or squirrel. So the Christmas Eve spelling bee was quite a
success.

~

GSA OFFICE UNM STUDENT UNION BLDG
LOWER LEVEL
Mon - Fri 9 to 4

e
•
•

BOUQUET OF BALLOONS
294-2129

Folding stuff on the spot for textbooks scheduled for next semester.
Highest prices also paid for texts scheduled to be usea
in future semesters and for discontinued texts.

~

~

Guitars,

Tambourines,
Harmonicas, a
marty other
musicial item !
DRAWING TO BE

LD

DECEMBER 29, 981
Need No I Be Present T Win

WIL.D WEST MUSIC
200 CENTRAL S.E.
243·222!1
"Homr o/ tfu• rrl'r Rtuoo"

~

~
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~
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Stu·dent
!
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Bookstore
~
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Acr•••FromUNM
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Bonne Nuit
pour Noel

BuenaNoche
para Navidad

Schone N acht
fur W eihnachten

GoodNight
for Christmas
Night at the LaGuna DeVargas Courtyard. (below)
Two .carolers ponder their next song.
Upon their arrival at the president's house they
presented. a wreath (the greens) to Mrs. Davis
(bottom nght and far right) which was hung above
her. o~ the e?trance way, This ceremony was
mam~amed d~rmg the 1920's by Sigma Alpha Iota, a
soronty, and IS of unknown origin.
The carolers then proceeded to the Alumni Chapel
where they took part in a group dance (bottom far
left). and an interdenominational Christmas church
scrv1ce.

The city's Christmas tree was lit at First Plaza,
downtown, and Santa Claus showed up for the
event. (left) He welcomed the droves of children who
came to meet him,
UNM campus was decorated with luminarias from
Coronado Hall to the Alumni Chapel. (top right)
The Chapel stands illuminated by the 16th century
New Mexico tradition which originated in Western
Europe as little fires built on the tops of houses, a
reenactment of the shepherd's fires that blazed on
the night Christ was born.
UNM's traditional "Hanging of the Greens"
ceremony also took place that night. Approximately
30 students, from many different campus
organizations, met at the SUB. With luminarias and
hand-held candles to light their way, they paraded to
each dorm and sang an assortment of Christmas
carols, spreading the spirit of Christmas to all.
(bottom left) The group immersed in a verse of Silent

Photos by Bill Wechter
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Canon
SPEEDLITE 188A
.For fully automatic
Flash Photography

:, (-\

Canon
Lenses

Only$74.95

' r,-.

with a 50mm F /l.Siens
Programmed Automation .•
plus shutter priority
sophistication!
Reg.$481
Now only $299.95!

For Single Frame or
Rapid Sequence Shooting

Only $113.95
(

•

'

•
Leather Case "S" reg. $36. Only
$24.00!

{"'"'~--- );!
..rr;.~,' ._;;

Christmas Lens Special

:;;~m down UNM's energy cC~~~)mption. Turn off unnee~~~-~ights whenever possibl~·.·).
r

·w·

24mm F/2.81ens
28mm F/2.8lens
135mm F/2.8lens
35-105 F/3.8 Zoom
70-210 F/4,0 Zoom

only$193.95
$137.95
$174.00
$286.00
$245.00

NewF-1 w/1.8lens Only$613.95
.

Energy should be consumed in moderation, especially at a large institutlon lik UNM
where the electricity used for lights alone costs an estimated $500 an ho:r.

-, .

MORE CANONS
CanonA-1 w/1.81ens Only$444.95!

lio.. ....._ W!JIJII~~~

~--·'

• S.maller, ligh~er ..
more convement
• Unsurpassed
· ·
sharpness & contrast
• Super Spectra Coating
• Rugged dependable
quality

M..
• ..

PROGRAM

Canon
Power Winder A2

\f ~;; }i~

._._..

'<"•
0

,..;£...~~~~

•

For Christmas at

/\,_

-

~,~~

Canon

.....,

AreY9u at? Eq~gy 61Q\\OQ?
v

~ ·~!:'

•

r·.,...-.,\....,

J
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varionar by Sun Optical
Famous Lenses
28mm F/2.8
80-200mm F/5.6
Both with cases

Or, Maybe a Slide Projector
for Christmas
Rollei/Voigtlander
VP200A
,
with remote control
Quality German Projector

Only
$199.95
for both

'

Only$89.95
with Auto Focus
Only $119.95

•

Get

~~
tl~

Cauou at

1..-IRJ~
IN

lo.~l'"
Open
9:00-5:30
' .
Mon.-Sat.
· 2929 Monte Vista NE
~ . Albuquerque
·,>:<,r. Phone 265-3562
•

l'd!qov>o 1 o

, ... o
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CHRISTMAS IDEAS .

• •

ORIGINAL LITHOGRAPHS

by
John Nichols

. . • RECORDS
• Vi< tor Jdrn No.4
• lntHIIim<~ni

• Tex·M ex
• Hale! Dickens
• fhe Harmony Sisters
• Bryan Ba.vers
• Memphi'i Minnie
• dnu much MOHE!

... Plus a Greatly Expanded selection of
Books, Periodicals and Libros en Espanol

(505) 265-9473
2920 Centr<JI S. E.
Alhuquerque. N.M. 87106
11:30 · 5;30 M-F
12-5 Sat.

Dental Program Expansion Planned
For Next Spring by New Director

Kellogg Grant Awarded to UNM
The University of New Mexico's
experimenla I program preparing
primary
care physicians has
received a continuation grant of
nearly $750,000 from the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation of Battle
Creek, Mich.
One of the program's major
goals is lo encourage physicians to
enter practice in areas of the state
which lack adequate medical care.
The four-year grant is for
$743,659. Earlier support allowed
the university to design and implement
its
primary
care
curriculum. Three years of planning and development went into the
program before the first class was
enrolled in 1979.
Dr. S. Scott Obenshain, assistant
dean for undergraduate medical
education at the UNM School of
Medicine, said the first class of
students, now in its third year, has
demonstrated competence in the
basic medical sciences - topics
such as anatomy and biochemistry
that make up the first two years of
traditional
medical
school
programs.
Instead of attending lectures,
students in the program work in
small study groups with case
histories. To understand the

problems of patients, they survey
the science basic to medicine as it
relates to individual cases. Thus
they learn two habits inval\iable for
anyone pursuing knowledge:
defining exactly what information
they need and setting UP a
systematic way of getting the information from the resources
available.
Obenshain said this approach
helps students retain more of what
they learn because they use the
information to solve patient
problems.
Also during their first years of
studies, over a period of four to six
months, students in the program
serve in apprenticeships with
doctors practicing in small communities around the state.
Students in the program ''see
health care from the ground up,"
Obenshain said. "We want to
educate physicians who are
competent and comfortable at
providing primary care (pediatrics,
family medicine, internal medicine)
outside major population centers.
They have to be much more reliant
on their own resources than doctors
working in or near major medical

centers."

Hank Williams, Jr. has been called
"Outlaw:' "Rebel"and
Now he's just aphenomenon.

During the students' second year
in t)!e primary care curriculum,
they return to campus for eight
months of study on the fundamentals of science in medicine
and take part in clinical work in
ambulatory care.

The University of New Mexico's
new director of Dental Programs
plans major expansions when he
takes over at the start of the spring
semester.
Dr, EHas B. Yudkowsky said the
UNM program for training dental
hygienists and dental assistants has
"one of the best teaching facilities
in the country."
He said he hopes to expand the
baccalaureate program, which has
been offered since 1970. Dental
Programs als.o offer certification in
dental assistantship and an
associate of science degree in dental
hygiene.
Yudkowsky said he wants to put
the dental training resources on the
UNM North Campus to use in

The new Kellogg Foundation
grant will help UNM continue the
first two years of the program and
move its third-year students into
advanced studies. During this phase
of the program, lasting two years,
students
will rotate through
hospital clerkships, five months of
elective courses, and rural subinternships reinforcing their earlier
ex.perience in small communities.
A major Kelloggg Foundation
program objectiye in the health
field has been to improve the public
access to medical services, particularly primary care. Assistance
to UNM Ul)der this objective began
in 1960.
The foundation is today among
the largest private philanthropic
organizations in the nation, and
supports programs on four continents, including the United States
and Canada, Europe, Latin
America and Australia.

Correction
In the Friday, Dec. 4 New
Mexico Daily Lobo, the wrong
person was inadvertedly quoted
concerning the efforts of the
Soup 'R' Sub restaurant on
Central Avenue across from
UNM to obtain a liquor license.
Soup 'R' Sub owner Joseph J.
Koury said that he plans to
apply for a beer and wine lic.ense
in January and "should have the
license in February or March"
and will start serving liquor with
meals soon after that.
The restaurant applied for a
waiver before the Liquor
Reform Act took affect and
have been granted one, Koury
said. The waiver was needed
because the restaurant is closer
than 300 feet from UNM.
The. Daily Lobo regrets the
error.

Dec. Specia116 o~.
Margarita $1.40

•

N

· ,
6111 Weehte1
o, that 1sn t the. face of a dixieland jazz musician. That is George
T~orogood pl~ymg get-do.wn rhythm and blues. The PEC-Big
R1ver pro_ductlon at Popejoy Hall last night was a hit from the
moment 1t started.

Photo Anthology Released
The University Press at the
University of New Mexico has
announced
the forthcoming
publication of an anthology of
critical essays on photography.
Elizabeth Hadas, University
Press senior editor, said the book is
a bit unusual because it will include
relatively few photog,raphs.
''It's not a book of pictures, but
a book of words, 'I Hadas said.
"The point of the publication is to
show how the criticism of
photography has grown in scope
and sophistication over the last 20
years."
The book consists of23 essays on
various photographic themes landscapes, journalistic pieces,
portraits and self-p~rtraits, Hadas
said some of the e$says have appeared in other publications as
book reviews or prefaces to

catalogues for museum exhibitions.
Art critics represented in the
book include John Szarkowski,
curator of the Museum of Modern
Art in New York; Nathan Lyons,
director of visual studies workshops
in Rochester, N.Y.; Joel Snyder, an
associate humanities professor at
.the University of Chicago and
Dennis P. Grady, an art instructor
at Buffalo State University.
The book, funded in part
National Endowment for the
grant, will be available by May
in bookstores throughout
country.

277-3701

Hours are posted
We're a non-profit
student run co-op bringing you
less expensive textbooks

by a
Arts
1982
the

The University Press publishes
some
30
books annually,
specializing in the areas of anthropology, Latin American
studies, Western literature, history
and art history.

ASUNM Textbook Co·op 24·A SUB Basement

Listen to the new

_BOSE:
601 Series II

needed for

the Daily Lobo.
Bring resume
samples o(writing
to Marron
Hall,
.
.
138 9nd speak
with Robert'
out an application
in Marron Hall, 131

AIWA

ADM 3100 Cassette Deck

-.~.: ... ·,i'

Loudspeakers

j

--~

Bose dirtct ·reflecting
speakers give you concert
twl sound in your llvin.g i'oom I

~

Sa~ $375 cass~::~:: $209

The perfect Christmas

gift!
TheAIWA
CS•J lSV
Portable fM
.Stereo/
Cassette

$260

-

Dolby noise reduction, Metal tape capability
and loads of features found only In the finest

List $44SOO

~::~.=~:~~~;,

an ~ncredibly
small and
lightweight
unit,

DUAL Model 528
wlthOlM 551:

Comp!eterv.set up
and adjusted

by Hudson's Audio
experb.

acces.sories make great
stocking stuffersl
Cleaning
System

1

List$16"

,:''

Sole$1:1:95

Sale

$189

Discwasher Record Care
~
~

g~:~=~~~d ~f·
....---.~-.:J

cartridge.

Hundreds or unadvertised Christmas
specials on stereo components and
systems throughout the store. Don't be
afraid to ask queStions! Hudson'S Aud10
has a ten year reputation for integrttV and
trust Hudson'S Audio.

Supper Club open daily4 to 1 0

~

hcredlble sound at
a very "Spe<.:.al priCe

a "no hype" approach to stereo. You can

884-4848

'

For information call our
24 hour answering service at

A feature
writer is

Sanchez or fill

2511 San Mateo NE
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Before you leave ...
Sell your books for more
at the ASUNM Textbook Co·op.

Recreation 101
supplement to

phenomenal success in the country
albums!
charts with an unprecedented seven chart ................................

:..
..,
-,.,,

ASUNM Textbook Co·op

next semesters'

W Bank Williams, Jr. enjoying

Chicago, and a doctorate in endocrinology from the University of
California at San Francisco .
Yudkowsky has been on the
faculty of the Medicql University of
South Carolina, and has served as
an assista!ll dean for administration
at the Harvard School of Dental
Medicine.
He has also held administrative
positions in the American Dental
Association's dental resear~h information center, and council on
dental .research.

major outreach programs for
minority groups in the United
States and for citizens of underdeveloped countries in Central
and South America.
"I'm impressed hy the faculty
and staff," he said, "and particularly impressed by the
cooperative attitude of the higher
administration. I see this as a big
opportunity
to
plan
new
programs,"
For the past three-and-a-half
years, Yudkowsky has been
chairman of the Department of
Dental Hygiene at East Tennessee
State University.
He earned his Doctor of Dental
Surgery from the Northwestern
University Dental School in
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Tester Pleased With Dance Quality

MEXICAN AMERICAN
STUDENTS
interested in grad. school..;....
Dr. Julian Samora of the Univ. of Notre Dame
will be in th"e S.U.B. 9·12 noon on 12/14 to
discuss programs and financial assistance
a1lailable.

soothing demulcent coating to the irritated mucosal
areas.
There are.no apparent absolute c~ntraindications to
the use of Prally administered expectorants. The
toxicity associated with expectorants varies between
agents. The most noted side effectcaused by these
agents is gastric upset, with the exception of
guaifenesin. Ammonium chloride can cause serious
illnesses in otherwise healthy people if 50 grams or
more are ingested; however, the usual dose is well
below that amount. In patients with certain kinds of
heart diseases, doses of only five grams can cause
,
severe poisoning.

Ed. Note: The goal of Ills and Pills is toprovide basic
drug information to the community of the University
of New Mexico. II is written by students of the UNM
Co/lege of Pharmacy. Drng information is often
controversi4/, contmdictory and is constantly
changing, A /so, no Ills and Pills article should be used
as a sole guide to self-treatment or drng use,
This week's article will deal with another type of
agent which is commonly seen in cold medic.ations:
expectorants. The most commonly used expectorants
are terpinhydrate, ammonium chloride, ipecac and
'guaifenesin.
The chief use of expector11nts is to rid phlegm which
collects in the respiratory tract. ·Excess phlegm is
usually caused by an increase in endobronchial
secretions or when there js difficulty in the removal of
the normal secretions of the lungs and throat,
The mechanism by which expectorants work is by
stimulating the mucus flow. This process dilutes the
thickened, accumulated secretions in the lower
respiratory tract making it easer for the lungs to
remove the phlegm. Expectorant activity also causes a

Expectorants should only be us~ when you have a
productive cough (lots of phlegm in the respiratory
tract), not when you have a nonproductive or dry
cough. An increase in fluid intake and having an
adequate humidity content in the air are also important. The use of a cool-air vaporizer will increase
the humidity in the air.
These measures will help to relieve coughing and can
start to make living with a cold bearable.

Jazz Artist To Play Benefit Concert
Sprint Amplifier
Cnannll SWUcfllnSJ

'." ••

;/19's

Selected String Sets 2 for I

University of New Mexico
student, musician and composer
Norman Everett will present a
benefit concert for radio station
KUNM-FM Thursday at 8 p.m. in
Keiter Hall in the Fine Arts Center.
The performance, entitled

"Norm Everett, Alive?! In Concert," will feature a combination of
jazz and traditional blues.
Accompanists
will
include
musicians Karl Haene, Ken Battat,
J o Sephien and Randles and Pam
Powers.
Everett has been playing
professionaly since 1977 and has
performed from Anchorage,
Alaska, to the French Quarter in
New Orleans.
Locally he has been the featured
artist in performances sponsored by
"Conceptions Southwest" and the
City of Albuquerque Arts in the

Parks Series. He has also played in
local nightclubs.
"My performance in Keller
Hall," Everett said, "will provide
an opportunity for the public to
attend a class and tasteful concert
with an economical charge."
Tickets, available at the Fine Arts
Box Office, are $2.25 and Cl!n be
reserved by calling 277-4402.
KUNM-FM is an affiliate of
National Public Radio and is
licenssed through the UNM
Regents. For further information
contact KUNM or the Fine Arts
Box Office.

Michoacan Exhibits Honor Historian

Ballroom dance is a discipline
that is quietly but steadily growing
at UNM. As evidence of this, Berni!
McGregor, Imperial Society of
Teachers of Dance Examiner,
judged student dancers last week
for certificates and medals,
McGregor, one of only four dual
examiners in the United States (dual
examiners can judge both Latin and
Ballroom dance) and the only
woman examiner, explained the
qualities she lopks for in a dance
exam.
"The major quality is really
movement. Jn the very lowest to the
very highest (el(aminations),
dancing is movement. The next
major quality is musical ability- if
you can't hear music (and thus the
rhythm), you can't dance. After
that, it's discipline of the body,"
she said.
Concerning the UNM dance
program, McGregor said, "This
university has the highest standard
of dancing at this level I have yet
come across." She was particularly
pleased with the dance positions
and some of the finer points learned
by the UNM students. "They are
taught elegance. In the main, they
all have excellent body lines and
that's one of tht major features of
this (International) dance." She
thinks UNM dance students learn
more by example rather than by
strictly teaching: "They look at
something and then they copy it."
UNM one of six universities in
the nation offering an extensive
dance program. The 1979 spring
semester saw the beginning of the
ISTD examination program here,
when Roy Mavor, ISTD Examiner,

conducted 13 student examinations.
In two years, the entire dance
program
has
experienced
tremendous growth; now over 100
examinations are given each
semester. The fall 1981. semester
was the first time two dancers took
teachers
examinations
which
according to McGre~or, ar.e
"appallingly difficult."
Having started as 11 beginner in
dance herself about 40 years ago,
McGregor progressed through the
medal program, earning her
bronze, silver and gold medals in
successi.on. She has taught dance in
both her own studio and worldwide
where there was a demand for
instruction in the International
style, the style of dance used in
competitions and examinations. ·
She
travels
e11tensively
throughout the United States to
judge dancers and to administer
examinations for danCP. teachers.
She feels all colleges, "every one
of them," should expand their
dance programs to include
ballroom dance, so that ''we can all
go to whatever level we want.
Dancing is like riding a bicycle;
(dancers) can have it the rest of
their lives." She feels dancing is a
social abilitY as well as an asset.
As for the future of ballroom
dance, McGregor feels "It's here
forever." She enjoys meeting
dancers as part of her involvement
in being an examiner, s·aying that
"It doesn't seem to matter what
level they're on - a dancer is a
dancer is a dancer."
In comparing the various types of
dance, such as ballet, McGregor
said "The thing with ballroom

dancing is that it's two people
dancing as one. The discipline is
unbelieveable. The other dances are
still one person," and as such are
individual performances, rather
than trying to meld two dancers
into a cohesive whole, Ballroom
dance is "dedication, a life work,"

Programs Result in Tripling
of Hispanics in Engineering
conta.cts
with
company
representatives.
Baca said students are given the
There has been "more than a 300
percent increase in Hispanic un- opportunity to talk to people in the
dergraduates" in the University of engineering field and find out what
New
Mexico
College
of is available to them and expected of
Engineering, Peggy Maestas, them.
director
of
the
Hispanic
He said companies are actively
Engineering Program, says .
recruiting "because they are
In the 1976-77 school year, there
looking for minorities.
were 106 Hispanic undergraduates
"A lot of people don't take
enrolled in the College of
advantage of HEO, but a lot' of
Engineering compared to 482 for people need us and they don't
the 1981-82 school year.
realize it," he said.
The past director of HEP,
He said through HEP and HEO
Richard Sanchez, who is now
he
has met "students, company'
director of the Health Careers
representatives,
administrative
Opportunities Program at UNM,
people from universities across the
said HEP was started in December
state and corporate people from all
of 1975 "under the wishes of Dean
around the United States."
William Gross."
"He noted a .lack of Hispanic
Another student majoring in
and Indian students in the College Electrical Engineering, Ron Baca,
of Engineering, so the program for said HEO is a way for students to
Native Americans was started and a get to know other engineering
few months later HEP was for- students.
med," he said.
"The bottom line is to help ihe
Sanchez said Gross and other student coming into engineering
professors in the College of make it in engineering," he said.
Engineering "wrote proposals and
Baca said he is the chairman of
had them funded by foundations
the
Company Contracts Committee
and corporations."
which is responsible for contacting
He said that in the beginning, the companies to request funds and
focus of HEP was on recruitment, invite them to address HEO
retention and motivation.
meetings.
"In addition, funds had to be
He said there are presently 75
raised to keep HEP going," active members in HEO.
Sanchez said.
"The biggest reason for our
He said the Hispanic Engineering success is that last semester HEO
Organization was started in 1976 became a chartered organization
for student interaction.
.
and got funds from the Associated
Presently, HEO gives engineering Students of the University of New
students information about Mexico," Baca said.
tutoring, financial aid and career
He said the biggest improvement
opportunities, Maestas said.
ill HEO was the addition of their
About 75 students go to the HEO office, Farris Engineering Center,
meetings,'' she said. "Most of the Room 345B, last January.
"It brought the whole orgainstudents who attend the first
meeting are freshmen who come to zation under one roof. It is a place
see what the organizatiOil can do where people can come and find
us," he said.
.
·
for them."
naca said he encourages freshThe chairman of HEO, Robert
Baca, a senior ma.ioring in Com- men engineering students t,o
puter Engineeting, say~ HEO can become involved in HEO beca':lse ~t
provide students with tutoring, call "help in any area of thetr
scholarship information and college career.''
•.,.,.
VI
A.T. Chavez

Gretchen Paslay
A seven case exhibit on the
Mexican state of Michoacan is on
display outside the Anderson Room
in Zimmerman Library though the
end of December.
The exhibit has been assembled
to honor the visit to Albuquerque
of noted Mexican historian Luis
Gonzalez, a native of Michoancan,
said Russ Davidson, Ibero-

American Acquisitions librarian.
The exhibit features photographs
of various Michoacan cities, and
emphasizes the state's "aspects of
artistic and scholarly production,
and various ethnic groups,"
Davidson said. A variety of books,
many from the 18th century, as well
as Gonzalez's history books are
display-ed.
Michoacan is located in southern
Mexico, west of Mexico City.

MAKETHI
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
WITH A SPECIAL GIFT!
-THE GIFT OF LIFEYour Donation at Yale Blood Plasma can help insure
that the 'thousands of Hemophiliacs in this country will
enjoy Christmas lhis year and in the years to come.
Please help us to help them.

Christmas Soecials

r--------------.

COUPON NO.1
I This coupon good for a $5.00
Bonus on your flrst dona tiM with valid stu· I
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I
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Local Iranians Echo Their Trottbled Homeland

Geology Career Offers 'Excellent' Opportunities
Suzanne Smith

geologists examine all aspects of
rocks and look for evidence of
valuable ores, minerals or fuels that
might be contained in them. They
also study the many different
processes, such as wind &nd water,
th&t have shaped the earth.
"Geology is the key to finding
new sources of energy-producing
materials and additional reserves of
the now rapidly dwindling supply
of mineral resources," Anderson
said.
"As the population gets bigger,
resources get scarcer, problems
accumulate. The need for paying
more attention to the earth is just
increasing. It's now necessary to
take care of these problems that
before were just set '!.Side,"
Anderson said.
He said the easy times of just
scraping things off the earth, using,
then disposing of them are over,
Kudo said new mineral resources
need to be found to try to solve
some environmental problems. He
said the dilemma of what to do with
nuclear waste is a geological
problem, because the toxic storage

takes place in rocks. He said almost such strict requirements, .if they
half the. UNM geology faculty is want to go on and get a Ph.D .., they
Ever wonder about how the earth
involved in some aspect of nuclear are able to get into some of the
was formed? Or what is it made up
waste disposal.
nation's best graduate schools, like
of( What changes has it un·
Anderson said that the market is Stanford or Berkeley. They are well
dergone? Interested in travel?
excellent for geology job op- prepared," Kudo said.
Enjoy the outdoors? lf 'yes'
portunities right now. Department
He added that because the
happens to be the answer to most of
Chairman Dr. Rodney C. Ewing masters degree program was so
these questions, a career in geology
added that the demand for UNM good, some of the largest oil
may be for you.
geology graduates remains strong companies do not even bother
According to UNM geology
and constant,
going to other schools to hire
professors, the opportunities in this
Ewing said this increased demand people.
field are excellent, the pay is good
and the steady enrollment in
"They come here. Why? Because
and the work is fulfilling. Because
geology courses have caused the we produce a good product," he
of the increasing demand for energy
department to apply stricter said.
resources, job opportunities in the
standards for admission. lf not for
Ewing agreed with Kudo and said
earth sciences are expected to
these higher requirements, the \JNM graduates are sought after by
remain
constant,
Associate
present enrollment would be even industry as well as state and federal
Professor of Geology Albert M.
higher, he said.
agencies and typically are accepted
Kudo said.
Kudo agreed that the department into the best graduate programs in
But job opportunities have
has tough requirements,
but the country.
always been better in the hard
pointed out that if you are going to
''The placement of our graduates
sciences, and geology tops the list,
study the earth, you must study it at all levels continues to be 100
from a physical, chemical, percent,'' Ewing said.
Dr. Roger Y. Anderson, professor
of geology, said.
mathematical and even biological
"Most of our people do very well
"You can see it by the high
point of view.. He noted that in finding jobs, Kudo said. Some
enrollments in the geology program
UNM's masters degree program may receive three or four job ofhere," he added.
ranks in the best 20 in the United fers.,,
But what is it exactly that
States.
The majority of these emgeologists do? Anderson said that
"When students do well, with ployment opportunities are in the
energy industry, but positions in
government, environmental and
geological
consulting companies are
~~~·..;;"~~~~-R-"'l~4~~..:o;?..,f..:>£?.....a"~.:>~>~~.,p......r~-"'lf...,f.l
increasing, Anderson said.
"The petroleum and mining
companies are traditionally where
the market is for geologists. They
act as a sort of barometer, and
regulate the demand for jobs in
geology. The more they hire, the
more demand. The less they hire,
' the less demand," Anderson said.
Kudo said the geology job field is
branching
out into things like
bologiw ~t•/11 merimn <·he•:·'*' <b full /!,llrnish
cement, chemical and ceramic
J,!JIJ mille
industries, into sand and gravel
companies and even railroads and
engineering firms.
"There's a gold mine of jobs out
there for the prospective geologist
in any field,'' Kudo said.
"Any
field"
includes
geochemistry,
geophysics,
mineralogy, petrology, seismology,
geomorphology, lanetary geology,
oceanography and paleontology, to
name but a very few.
Anderson said that in addition to
these, there is governmental work.
This includes working for the
National Park Service .• the Bureau
of Land Management, the
Environmental Protection Agency,
the U.S. Geological Survey and the
Soil Conservation Service. He said
that the federal government is the
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Thomas Hacker

largest single employer of
geologists. He added that state
governments have enlarged their
geological staffs because of the
increasing environmental problems.
"But not all geology is field
wor.k. Don.'t get that misconception. Being professionals, they
are also 'white collar workers.' A
lot of information is done in the
office. The earth serves as the
labortory. We collect the data in the
lab, then go into the office to
analyze it," Kudo said,
What about pay? What kind of
salaries do geologists make? Kudo
sa;d starting salaries range from
$27,000 to $30,000. Those starting
out with a bachelor's degree receive
$19,000 to $24,000 a year.
"Sometimes, small companies
hire people with about three years'
experien~e from the larger companies like Texaco, for about
$35,000 a year. That's more than
we professors make!" Kudo said.
Anderson said that the benefits
each company offers varies.
"Some maintain salaries at a
modest level, but provide many
benefits such as health and life
insurance as well as retirement and
stock option plans. But others may
give higher salaries and fewer
benefits," he said.
He added that if one is interested
in rising up through the company
hierarchy and making a lot of
money, he doesn't necessarily want
to come in at a Ph.D. level because
he might be too specialized. A
master's level is preferred because
then he can enter his own training
programs and is apt to be assigned
to a more varied type of position
within the company.
"Usually it's the 'A' students
with Ph.D.'s that become poor
professors and the 'C' students that
become presidents of companies
and then donate money to your
Jniversity ,'' Kudo laughed.

anyone can support that government, I am a deeply religious
person, but thi.s new government
has nothing to do with religion,'' he
said.
Mansourkia condemns what he
sees as the hypocrisy of the current
Iranian government. "The !man
(Khomeini) asks his people, 'Our
prophets did not have automobiles
or doctors - why should we?'
"If this is what they believe, then
why do the religious leaders drive
around in Mercedes Benz cars and
deposit their money in Swiss bank
accounts?" Mansourkia asks.
Another Khomeini follower, who
w;ked not to be identified, arrived
at UNM in January, 1979, two
weeks before the Shah fled his
kingdom.
"The last thing I did before
leaving Iran was to take part in a
demonstration, along with a half
million other people in Tehran, in
support of the Ayatollah," he says.
"I knew when I left that the
revolution would be successful."
Not only did he believe in the
coming Islamic revolution, he also
supported the November 1979
takeover of the American embassy
which began the prolonged captivity of 53 Americans.
"We needed documentation to
show that the CIA was engaged in
financing and training counterrevolutionaries," he said.
"Those who took the embassy also
wanted to · demonstrate that they
had been hostages for 35 years and
nobody believed them.''
Punctuating the discussion
among Khomeini supporters are
expressions of bitter hatred for the
Shah and his American sponsors.
The revolution, they say, is the
natural reaction to the "satanic"
oppression of the Iranian people by
the Shah, American leaders and the
CIA.
They point to the events of Sept.
10, 1978 - "Black Friday" -as
an example of persecution. On that
day, the Shah's troops and secret
police Clashed in a Tehran square
with students and other civilians
demonstrating in support of
Khomeini.
"Six thousand people were killed
with American weapons in the
hands of the Shah's army," Mazidi
said. "The Shah himself witnessed
the slaughter from a helicopter
circling overhead. The next day

Jn January, with their cities and
towns awash in yellow ribbot;t,
Americans closed the book on the1r
dealings with the Islamic Republic
of! ran.
The end of the 14-month-long
"hostage ordeal" meant the end of
most American's interest in Iran's
affairs. News items carrying Tehran
datelines slipped from the front
pages of American. newspapers _as
the nation's attentiOn turned mward.
At UNM, however, a community
of about 70 Iranian students
continues to focus on the political
and social turmoil in their country.
>

'

.

All of these students arrived in
the United States before the 1979
conservative Moslem revolution,
'which wrested political power from
the imperial Shah and placed it in
the hands of religious leader
,Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
Iranians at UNM have the same
differences of opinion which the
people now living in lran have. All
•points of view are represented,
from sincere support of the fundamentalist Iranian clergy to the
staunch backing of the Shah's
exiled successors.
In one Southwest Heights
apartment, a group of zealous
followers of Ayatollah Khomeini
discuss the promise of Islamic
revolution. ln another, a young
Iranian speaks bitterly of what he
sees as a destructive force at work
in his country.
"We want our past dignity, our
religion, our Islamic culture things that the Shah and his father
almost managed to destroy,'' says
Mohammad Mazidi, a graduate
student in the College of Education
and a devout supporter of
Khomeini.
Mazidi, who claims that the new
Islamic government enjoys the
support of 98 percent of the Iranian
population, is quick to answer
charges that the revolution has sent
his country centuries back in time.
"We are not against modernization,'' he said, "and we are not
against technology and science. We
are against the corrupting influence
of Western culture in the name of
modernization."
Mahdad Mansourkia, a 21-yearold civil engineering student, sees
things differently. "I don't see how

Carter (President Jimmy Carter) worse- under Khom~ini's rule.
"The irony of the situation in
called to congratulate him.''
Mansourkia disputes that ac- Iran is that the very same people
count. "You could not fit that who were with SA VAK under the
many people in that sqQare. The Shah are now doing the dirty work
soldiers, from what J've heard, for Khomeini, Mansourkia said.
were using plastic training bullets. "Only the name has been
The demonstators broke plastic changed."
bags containing blood to dramatize
The Ayatollah's secret police
the situation,.'' he said.
force, he said, has been formed
Not even the most loyal sup- under the name "SAV AMA."
porters of the Shah deny that his Mansourkia claims they are
excesses and those of his secret responsible for many of the
police, SA VAK, were partly "executions" which have been
responsible for the revolutionary reported by Pars, the official
backlash which swept Iran in 1978.
Iranian news agency,
The pro-Shah faction at UNM,
Mazidi discounts claims that
however, contends that the Khomeini's forces have undertaken
situation is no better- and may be a campaign of indiscriminate
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killing, saying "90 percent of the
executions are of drug dealers and
heroin smugglers. Three is nothing
like the slaughter of innocent
people like we had under the
Shah."
Those who remained in Iran after
the revolution, Mansourkia said,
"never knew who to trust. One day
a person could be in the good graces
of the clergy, and the next he could
find his life in danger."
Such was the case of his father.,
said Mansourkia. A colonel in the
Iranian army with a doctorate in
management from the University of
Southern California, he stayed in
Iran under Khomeini to assist in the
continued on page 22
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9uerrillas ReleaseHij acked Hostages in Cuba
(UPI)

Three hijacked tuated by repeated threars to kill the
In a communique read from the
planes w.ith 102 passengers and blow up the planes.
plane to the Beirut airport control
hostages landed in Cuba Tuesday
Prensa Latina gave no word on tower, the . hijackers said they
ending a two-daY drama but th~ fate of the II gunmen, who said wanted "fuel and food," officials
Moslem extremists still held 39 they represented three guerrilla reported.
other hostages aboard a Libyan groups, one Puerto Rican, one
Beirut airport officials at first
jetli ncr in Beirut and demanded the Venezuelan and one Salvadoran.
blocked the airport's two runways
release of a religious leader in
It was not immediately known if in an attempt to prevent the plane
Libya.
the three teams of hijackers from landing but relented, apThe leftist Latin American collected their ransom money parently after the pilot indicate!! he
guerrillas who demanded a $30 somewhere along their route. They was running out or fuel.
million ransom landed in Havana were protesting Venezuela's
It was the fifth hijacking since
after a seven-nation odyssey and support for the junta in El Salvador 1978 ~taged to win the release of
the official Cuban press agency and demanded $30 million and the Shiite leader Mussa Sadr who
Prensa Latina said the passengers release of political prisoners in disappeared in Libya and the
Venezuela.
and crew were safe and resting.
gunmen demanded a U.N. probe
Some 7000 miles away, the into his whereabouts.
Prensa Latina said the Avensa
Boeing 727 and two Aeropostal hijacked Libyan jet with its 39
The three teams of Latin
DC-9s landed shortly before noon hostages landed in Beirut for the American hij~:~ckers comandeered
at Havana's Jose Marti Inter- second time in two days after stops two DC-9s and a Boeing 727
national Airport - the apparent in Athens and Rome ordered by the Monday on domestic Venezuelan
final destination of the two-day three Moslem gunmen who seized flights and flew them to El
triple skyjack which was punc- the plane Monday over Italy.
Salvador, Honduras, Aruba,
Vene~uelan

Colombia, Guatemala and Panama
before ordering them to Havana.
A total of 133 passengers were
released ~ 20 in Honduras, 23 in
Guatemala, 67 in Colombia, 21 in
Aruba and two in Panama - in
exchange for fuel and food. At least
130 passengers and crew were
hostage on the three planes
A Venezuelan otticial mcllcatea
his government would immediately
seek return of the planes, release of
the hostages and extradition of the
skypirates, reiterating Venezuela
would not meet the demands of the
hijackers who were believed to be
members of the leftist Venezuel~:~n
Red Flag organization.
Capt. Jorge Jurado, administrator of Panama's Torrijos
Airport, ordered the planes to take
off after each was lilled with 3000
gallons of fuel, refusing a request

by the stewardesses to disembark.
Capt. Manuel Alvarez, copilot of
one of the Avensa airliners, said
earlier the hijackers wanted to end
the 24-hour triple hijacking but
Jurado rejected the move.
The Moslem hijackers, armed
with pistols and explosives, held 39
people hostage - 35 passengers
and four crew - and threatened to
kill them if Libya did..not release
Sadr.
They took over the Libyan
Boeing 727 with 42 p&ssengers over
Italy, landed for fuel in Beirut
where three passengers were freed.
The plane then flew to Athens and
later to Rome for a refueling stop,
before flying back to Beirut. The
hijackers demanded Libya's Col. •
Moammar Khadafy free their
religious Sadr, who disappeared in
1978 on a trip to Libya.

--IranU1ns--------------------------------------------c()ntinued from page 21
reorgainzation of the new government's armed forces.
In May 1980, documents from
the captured U.S. embassy were
released linking Col. Mansourkia to
American military advisors in Iran.
"He heard that he had been

implicated and was in danger. He
managed to get to Paris before any
action could 'Je taken against him,"
Mansourkia 'said. His father,
mother and three sisters are now
living in Virginia.
The political upheaval in Iran has
made student life for Iranians much
more perplexing than that .of any
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other foreign student community at
UNM.
A major problem has been
obtaining financial support. During
the seizure of the American embassy, when contact between the
United States and Iranian governments was severed, most students
were left without any financial aid.

"I was in an engineering class provide some financial help on an
with nine other Iranian students emergency basis, and a few Iranian
during one semester last year," students managed to lind jobs
Mansourkia said. "In four months, despite the anti-Iranian sentiment
not one of us received any money among many employers.
Mazidi contends that the
from the government of Iran.''
UNM's International Center and situation has improved greatly in
the Office of International the past year, and that "all Iranian
Programs and Services were able to students abroad enjoy the support
of the government, regardless of
their political ideology."
Study at American universities,
long a tradition among Iranians,
has become more a matter of
pragmatics than it once was. The
1978 revolution was followed by the
closure of all Iranian universities as
Khomeini's supporters, young and
old, worked to consolidate his
control.
"We are in no hurry to reopen
our universities," Mazidi said.
"There will be plenty of time for
that after the revolution is made
safe."
Mazidi says the revolutionary
government has sent messages to
Iranian students abroad urging
them to "work hard, finish their
studies and return to help in the
building of the Islamic republic,"
Mansourkia sees the optimism of
Khomeini supporters as being
naive. "All the education in the
world
will not do a damn bit of
open: lues- Fri. 10 am· 6 pm
good for that country," he said.
Sat. 12- 5 pm
Students returning to Iran from
U.S. universities, he said, "will
wind up either in jail or at the
front," a reference to the ongoing
war between Iran and Iraq. ''A
young man arriving in Iran now, if
he is politically 'safe,' will get. off
the plane and go to the front lines."
Attitu!ies of Iranian students
toward their American hosts are
generally positive. Even the most
militant followers of Khomeini tend
to separate their feelings for the
American people from their disdain
for the U.S. government.
Mansourkia has enjoyed his
contact with Americans, but cites
what he observed as a weak point in
their character during the embassy
takeover and subsequent "hostage
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High and Dry is a monthly column that includes up-todate information about alcohiJ/ and problem drinking,
Your questions and comments are welcome, and can
be addressed to Dr. Miller in the Department of
P;ycho/ogy, UNM, AI/Juquerque87131.
William R. Miller
The holidays are here again, offering rest and
relaxation, visiting with friends a!)d family, and
numerous opportunities to eat, drink and be merry. At
times like this, it is particularly easy for drinking to get
out of hand. Here are ten tips if you choose to drink
alcohol during this holiday season.
1. Be careful about drinking and driving. Most
people don't know how little alcohol it takes to affect
driving ability or to become legally drunk. Just a few
beers can produce clear changes in reaction time,
coordination and perception, One danger is that the
first thing to be impaired is your judgement about how
able you are to drive. If you have ever ridden sober
with a drinking driver you can verify this. For a 160pound man, a six-pack of beer spread over 4 hours is
enough to raise the blood level to over .100, which is
legally drunk in the state of New Mexico. For a 120pound woman, it takes even less to reach .100: one
beer an hour for four hours will do it, This is one
reason why the arresting officer often hears the
surprised words, "But I only had a few beers!" This
year there will be 10,000 arrests for drunk driving in
Albuquerque alone. If you drink, don't drive.
2. Be careful about excess under any circumstances.
Sudden high doses of alcohol have unexpected and
severe effects on your body. Cardiologists now
recognize a syndrome which they refer to as "holiday
heart." In this illness, acute intoxication sets off a
heart attack in an .otherwise healthy individual.
Alcohol in higher doses has the ability to affect the
electrical signals that control the heart muscles.. Many
unexplained cardiac deaths in young people with no
previous heart problems may be caused at least in part
by a holiday spree.
3. Don't underestimate alcohol's influence on your
· behavior. Many accidents occur at holiday times, not
only those involving automobiles. A sad recent
example was the tragic Thanksgiving weekend death
of actress Natilie Wood. On autopsy her blood level of
alcohol was found to be .140, enough to impair a
person's ability to swim an coordinate movement. We
cannot know whether in fact alcohol was involved in
her drowning, but in many accidents the victim is
found to have high blood alcohol concentration. Fora

slim woman it takes only a six-pack of beer or a quart
of table wine to yield a blood alcohol level of .140.
Don't mix alcohol with hiking, water sports, winter
sports or other potentially dangerous activities.
4. Be aware of the deceptive quality of alcohol that
has caused many fatalities. When you drink alcohol,
you fee{ warmer, so people drink in winter to keep
warm. The reason you feel warmer is that the blood
flows outward to your skin and limbs. This means that
your blood supply is more directly exposed to the cold
winter air, and your body temperature thus begins to
drop. Drinking outside in winter can easily lead to
hypothermia - a dangerous drop in body temperature
that can be fatal.

5. Sometime holidays are depressing times for
people. It can be tempting to drink when you feel
depressed, but again alcohol's effects are deceptive.
Although it may feel as if alcohol relieves depression,
especially after the first few drinks, in fact it has been
shown to make depression worse. It is, after aU, a
depressant.
6. Don't drink on an empty stomach. Having food
in your stomach is actually of some help because it
lines the stomach wall and slows down absorption of
alcohol.
,7. If you do drink, drink slowly. Often at holiday
times people drink more rapidly than usual, and as
they are drinking their fourth drink, the second one is
beginning to take effect, creating the illusion that it is
the fourth drink that causes euphoria, etc., when it is
in fact the second. Later the other drinks take their toll
and you pay the price of rapid drinking.
8. Holiday hangover? It's too late for prevention.
The only thing that really help are rest and fruit juices
that contain fructose. More drinking - a "bit of the
hair of the dog that bit you" - will only prolong the
problem.
·
9. Take care of your friends. If they have been
drinking, don't let them drive or otherwise endanger
themselves. A taxi is a small price to pay, and don't be
afraid to speak up. Imagine how you'd feel if they
were injured and you could have prevented it. In fact,
if it was your alcohol that they were drinking you
could be held legally liable for any consequences,
There have been successful lawsuits in such cases.
10. If you or someone that you know is concerned
about drinking problems this holiday, there are many
sources of help available. A good way to find out
exactly what help can be found would be to call the
Alcoholism Information Center at 268-6216.
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SUpporters of the revolution
remain conlident that they elm
contribute
to
the
Islamic
movement. Says Mazidi, "When t
return to Iran, I hope that t can
help my government to show the
world the promise of Islamic
revolution."
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Isolation from their homeland
for the three . years ·of political
turmoil there has been painfully
diflicult, 'the Iranian students
agree~ Regardless of their political
beliefs, most long for the day they
can return.
"I'll never forget that I am an
Iranian, and I will one day return
no matter what the political
sitllation is," Mansourkia said.
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High& Dry_ _

"Americans seem to rally around
the flag during a time of crisis," he
said, "but they appear to be
completely uqaware of the events
leadihg up to a crisis or following
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Studio
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Ray Abeyta
Friday and Saturday night the
students at the UNM Dance
Department performed their fall
dance production, "Feet First."
The production is an entirely
student-produced showcase of their
work here at UNM. As with any
student production, it runs the
gamut of what's available at UNM,
dance being the case here, the
performance covered everything
from ballet to modern to camp.

a general state of apathy anq ~ lack
of ideas on the part of the students,
The sources felt that with a little
shove by yours truly, the performance might come off a lot
better than was expected. Well, true
to my diplomatic and subtle nature,
I wrote this commentary, and the
proverbial stuff hit the ran; good
thing I know how to duck.
Friday night Rodey Theater was
packed, full house as they say in the
business, I imagine it had
something to do with the performance being free. There is an
audience for art out there, they just
don't have much money to pay the
cost of admission to most things.
The free admission was a topic of
controversy among the dancers and
the department. H had never been
done before. As it turned out,
Friday night's performance made
about $200 in donations, I've been
to quite a few dances here and even
with the student discount the
audience is rarely, if ever, as large
as it was for this one.

Friday's Arts page in the Lobo
featured a commentary on the preperformance state of "Feet First."
The information I used in the
article was given to me, on the
record, by a few people i_nvolved
with the dance department. For
obvious reasons these people chose
to remain anonymous. It was felt
that the performance was being
greased for the skids before it even
hit the stage. This was due in part to
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No admission for "Feet First"
was a generous an>l commendable
offering from the dance students
and obviously it did not go
unappreciated. The audience was
ready to watch some dancing; the
reception was warm and often times
rowdy; all that was missing were
roses being thrown on the stage,

I really would rather stay away
from the average reviewers breakdown of the performance, golden
apple awards aren't always fair.
Formal analysis after the fact has
its drawbacks and often comes off
more a tong the lines of the old Art
Forum. However one performance
did stand out as an exceptional
representation of everything
student productions stand for.
This piece was a performance,
choreographed
by
Cyndy
McCrossen, entitled "Us and
Them." McCrossen, working with
a group of 14 dancers, (many of
whom had never performed on the
stage before), and an original score
by local sound wizard Manny
Rettinger, pulled off a performance
that, While not without its rough

spots, will undoubtedly .lead to
bigger and better things. Of all the
performances, McCrossen utilized
to the fullest the resources available
at UNM and in Albuquerque. The
actual performance itself was at
Urnes crude and clumsy, due in part
to the untrained dancers but
McCrossen managed to pull it. off
by using the inherent stiffness of
her crew and choreographing a
piece tbat was at oncr. both a denial
and a celebration of the grid and its
linear directiveness,
.
The score by Rettinger was the
perfect ploy for the pedestrian
movements of the dancers. Almost
sculptural in its textured angularity,
the score acted as a structural
extension of the performance space
itself, with the dancers zig-zagging
in and out of the rectangular layout
of the stage, then breaking in
moments
of
unrestrained
celebration of movement, all in
time to the metronomic back beat of
the hauntingly beautiful score.
"Us and Them" opens and closes
with the hall in total darkness. The
density of the darkened i]all is
broken with flashes of light from a
cameras flash attachment. The
effects and the dance itself are
perhaps the best analogies for the
promise of student productions.
The thing that seperates much
student work from that of their
teachers and the professional world
is its innocence. As cliche as it may
sound, it is the sense of openness
and naivete that is most appealing
in tl;lese. productions. Those young
dancers, stiff and clumsy as they
may have been, were up there doing
something, something that they
were willing to spend the time and
energy on, maybe .rnake a career out
of. In those flashes of light in that
dark hall there was spirit and a
confidence with a trace of doubt,
doubt that didn't inhibit but pushed
for a striving that too.k chances,
doing something as best they knew
how. Friday's performance was not
without its traces of clumsyness, at
times it was out and out uncomfortable; but damned if it
wasn't a good time, and every now
and then there were traces of that
vague and ambiguous element of
genius.
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The Shape of Sound Fills Weekend
Ray Abeyta
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You Could Call It Jazz
This weekend there will be two
performances of possible interest to
the music listening audience, The
first on Friday will be a performance presented by the Jazz
Workshop and the UNM music
department and will feature per.cussionist Fare! Johnson and reed
man Bill Cole. On Saturday,
Albuquerque United Artists will
present a performance by
sometime-Albuquerque-resident
and mostly saxophonist Tom
Guralnick.
Bill Cole and Fare! Johnson are
both guests of the Jazz Workshop's
newly instituted artists in residence
program. Their schedule for the
stay will include the performance
Friday, another at the Santa Fe
Armory for the Arts, and a series of
lectures and demonstrations. The
tour of lectures, concerts, and
demonstrations will take them
through 20 days in New Mexico
with appearances in places as
diverse as the Las Alamos Scientific
Labs, the Santa Fe Alternative
High School and the New Mexico
State Penitentiary.
Both Cole and Johnson are
professors of music at Dartmouth
College. Cole is a specialist in world
music and chairman of Dartmouth's music department. Farrel
Johnson is an associate professor in
t.he same department. Both have
been playing together since 1979,

and are known for delving into mouth piece, the tone of which is
unusual usages of traditional controlled by manipulating the hole
African, Oriental and Indian at the other end or swirling it .in the
American instruments. Their air; an assortment of dime store
program for Friday's performance plastic instruments; bird whistles in
is entitled "Music From Five varying keys, bicycle horns and a
Continents." Due to their variety of saxophones.
respective interests in reed and
percussion instruments they call
Guralnick is well-known in
themselves "Wind &nd Thunder."
Albuquerque for his unique approach and has played sax for and
Their performances have been with some of the city's finest. He
described as exotic explorations has performed numerous times with
into the use of instruments foriegn guitarist and former KUNM D.J.
to the U.S., utilizing jazz fonnats Tim Schellenbaum, bassist Zim'
and demonstrations of the in- babwe Nkenya, The Martian Funk
Ensemble, former UNM sculpture
struments' traditional usages.
professor Jan Raithel, whose
Their performance on Friday will performance peice "Intersections"
take place .at 8:15 p.m. in Keller they performed in Albuquerque,
Hall and will be preceeded by a British Columbia and Los Angeles.
Master Class from I to 3 p.m. in He also toured the state with Fred
room 120-B of the Fine Arts Frith and David Moss and perBuilding. The Master Class is free formed with Baird Hersey's 12
of charge and open to all interested piece ensemble, "The Year of the
Students (you don't have to be Ear."
enrolled at UNM). Tickets for the
Saturday night's performance
performance at 8:15 will be $5,
will find Guralnick facing the music
On Saturday night at 8 p.m. the alone, The AUA performance will
AVA, 216 Central S.W ., will be recorded for inclusion on his
present sax artist Tom Guralnick. album for solo saxophone. The
To say that Guralnick is only a sax album is already half completed
man would be putting it mildly, and will include portions of studio
Guralnick performs with a variety and live recordings. The album will
of sound-making devices, many of be released on his own label, Cleo
which are wind and reed oriented. Records, and is scheduled for
His assortment of instruments release in the spring,
Admission to the performance at
includes the vacuphone, a vacuum
cleaner hose connected to a reed the AUA will be $2.50.

Lobo Women May Lose McCants
After a five-day road trip, the
kept ringing, the mail was
up, and the day was not
for Lobo women's
)asl;etl)aJI coach Doug Hoselton,
Then it got worse. ,

transferred to Germany soon,
leaving McCants with a big

McCants has lived with her legal
guardians, AirForce Maj. and Mrs.
David Oakes, since her parents
returned to Chicago after a three
year stay. But Maj. Oakes will be

Hoselton was very upset with the
news. "It was a shock," he said. "I
wish that there was something solid
that I could do. She asked me if I

~ric

Maddy
early Christmas gift this weekend at 15, 15-11, 15-11, 15-9 Saturday
After a first round win over the NCAA Southwest Regional night at University Arena before
Miami (Ohio), the Lobo women's meet in Provo, Utah.
almost 1500 fans, and will move on
volleyball team will be seeking an
UNM defeated the Re'dskins 11- to play second-ranked San Diego
State Friday night,
But after the first game against
Miami, head coach Mike Heb'ert
may have been hearing "I'll Be
Home for Christmas" in his head.
UNM had four serves that were
either long or in the net and was
penalized three times for being out
of position in the back row.
Despite the early mistakes, the
Lobos trailed only 9-8 before
Miami ran off five points to stretch
their lead to 14-8, Rene DeGraff, a
Mid-American All-Conference
player, put away the kill to end the
first game.
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But the Lobos regrouped, and
Kelly Knowles, Kim Hicks and
Terri Nielson began to ~how why
they were All-Intermountain
conference selections in the second
match. UNM jumped to a 7-3 lead
in the second game, but gave up
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DeGraff
serves.
three consecutive
points on
UNM held on and won the
second game but fell behind 3-0 and
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early
thestraight
t~ird. points
The Lobos
ra 1lied
for in
nine
and a
L__·:-~;er;.=;,=·="===========:::=:::::::;;,;;;;,;j" • 6-3
12-61ead they never relinquished.
Unda Archuleta and Terri Neilson chase an errant set, as Kim
Hicks looks on, during the third game with Miami of Ohio.
.
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"Overall we served pretty well,"
said coach Mike Hebert. "Miami
served well also, but not as hard,
and that made a difference."
Hebert said the layoff between
the regular season and the playoffs
hurt his squad. "I didn't think it
would bother us," he said. "But it
took us to the end of the fourth
game before I thought we found
our rhythm."
Nielson agreed with her coaches
assessment, saying, "It took us a
while to pick up their rhythm and
get ours." Nielson said she enjoyed
playing before the big crowd, but
"we got going with the crowd and it
kept us out of our natural rhythm
for a while."
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Guard Mary McCants announced that she may have to quit
the team at the end of the semester.
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forn1atlontall277-3701 or277-4150

L;.!;_ , ...,, ,,,,

Ginny's
Garden of Gifts
Wyoming Mall
"kBEADS"k
• Uandn~adc Cia v •
• E~YJltian I•ast.; •
• Italian Glass •

CltAFTS & .Il'IPOil'I'S

2268-..t\ Wyomin~ lYE

298-4009

Have a WET Chrisbnas
with the

. ·• .

"LOBO"

\'alues up to $120
with any wat<'rbed

The "LOBO" Be).!;.

$429
Sale Piice
$360
. 10% OFF w/UNM)D $324
105 Jefferson S.E. • 255-3707

purchase

Advertising
Sales

Hebert said he would change the
offense for the Aztecs, who are 35-6
on the year compared to UNM's 2316 season record. "We'll run a little
more deceptive offense," he said.
"We can't just throw it up and
expect to slam it down against San
Diego State like we did tonight."

IJNII'S ftNJ..Y J..I'I'I~IlilllY·
I~INI~ illl'I'S llilf.llZINI~

•. -

'; Ple<Jse donate non-perishable goods at the following:
Te,.:tbook Co-op, SUB Lobby, Mechanical
Engineering. and the Faculty Club.

Hicks, a senior playing her last
home match, said the Lobos would
"have to be more intense to beat
San Diego State than we were
here."

* DDD~l~DDU~TI~D~ *

aDBT a~D~DDon~n aD~~

Chrishnas Food Drive!

The . New Mexico Daily Lobo Is presently seeking Account
Representatives for Its Display Advertising department.
We offer an outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience In the
Albuquerque Job market.
You must have;
• student status
• a strong desire to succeed
• a car
• prior sales experience (not essential but it helps)
• a professional ottltude
• at least 20 hours per week

If y~u fit th7se r_equirements, ~hen com7 b~ and apply for a sales
posttion wtth one of the nahan's leadtng thdependent student
newspapers.
Contact:

New Mexico Dally Lobo
Business Office
Box 20

Alb. N.M. 87T31
(505) 277·5656
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"The Threat of Nuclear War"
VideoTapes
Thur Dec. loth 4 p.m.
Alternative Community Center, Room 108
Thur Dec.loth 7:30p.m.
Albq. Federal Bank Building
Community Room
8321 Menaul NE

Admission Free
For more information call 266·6949
Sponsored by the Women's Patty for Survival

Chinese Culture Center
large selection of
Kung Fu, Karate
Training Equipment,
Uniforms & Books
prices on many items
are greatly 1·educed

10 1 5 CfNn.IAt t-1 f
·'<~Huaue~ouF

"-\.\

13~,or:

NEX-;- TO, OHC' 'Hb'>TH<

CM.L 208-7023
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Volunteer Athletes Help

continued from page 2 7

Steve McPeek

She graduated from high school
could get her a scholarship but it last spring with a 3.8 gpa and was
would not be realistic to have three an all-state basketball player as
point guards on scholarship. I well. "I wasn't going to play here
offered to try and help her out but but I missed it," said the 5-foot-5
freshman. McCants turned down
she decided to do it on her own."
McCants has some options but offers to play junior college ball to.
she says she will most likely stay in
school at UNM, get an apartment
and a job. McCants walked on at
UNM after a successful high school
career at Eldorado.
"It is a shame to lose that caliber
of person and athlete," he said.
"We're going to miss her skills, but
even more I hate to lose such a fine
person. She makes everyone else
work hard and that makes us that
much better."
McCants decided to attend UNM
in pursuit of an accounting degree
from the UNM buisness school, not
to advance her basketball talent.
"When I came out of high
school, I was looking for a good
buisness school and figured that
New Mexico would be real good. It
has a good accounting department
and the campus is nice," McCants
said. "Plus I had been in
Joe CdViHel\ii
Albuquerque for four years and
like the city."
Mary McCants

attend school here,
Although her parents moved to
Chicago and wanted McCants to go
with them, she felt that the tuition
was cheaper here so she stayed.
Hoselton is glad She came here even
though he has used her sparingly
this year,
"She has two very good athletes
ahead of her (Lori McConnell and
Margie Brinkmann) which makes it
hard for me to get her in the games
because I have an obligation to
them," said Hoselton. "The time,
was going to come when I was
going to make a decision on what to
do with her because she deserved a
chance to play," the second year ,
coach added. "If something should
happen and I need a point guard, I
won't even begin to look out of

town.''

'

Seniors Lead Lobo
Swimmers, Divers
Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!
Ed Muehsam
Quick Pin Award
Intramural Wrestling Tournament
The Taco Villa athlete of the week is selected by the
Intramural Director and his staff, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.

WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T·SHIRT,ONELOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

•

r-------------------------------~

I
l FREE order of fries
I
with any purchase· • Couponexpires JII
I1_________________________________
1

THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE:

12-15-81

...

When a new coach takes over any
sports program in any college, he is
bound to find athletes still loyal to
the previous coach. Sometimes the
transition can be difficult. But not
for Bill Spahn.
Spahn became head coach earlier
this year and feared such transitional problems. And although his
teams this year will not be the
strongest in the WAC (men) or
Region 7 (women), attitude difficulties will not be among the
problems for the first year coach.
"Our three seniors • Ken Ericcson, Dave Schardt, and diver Tom
Doyle - are excellent in what .they
do and are excellent people," said
Spahn. "I have never coached such
good people in my career."
UNM opened their regular
season by losing to New MeKico
State 63-50 Saturday afternoon, but
it was no fault of the seniors.
Erickson won the 200 intermediate,
100 free and 200 breststroke events,
while Schardt won the 200 free.
Doyle won the diving event and
qualified for the NCAA zone
championship, as did Tim Snyder
and Mich Constant also qualified in
the diving event.
"I didn't know what to expect,"
said Spahn. "A lot of our kids
haven't had a lot of experience.
Overall, we swam very well."
Leading the women's squad is
Terry Kraemer, who Won the 50
and 100 meter freestyle events.
"She's a freestyle sprinter Who has
shown great improvement," said
Spahn. Kraemer and diver Karli
Tjelle, who won both the one and
three meter diving events, scored
the only victories for UNM on the
day, as the Lobos lost 81·35.
The women's team will be
strengthened by the return of
Nancy Poe, who has been working
out with the team after shoulder
surgery. "Since it was our first meet ·
and ies a while before our next one
(on Jan. 14 at Austin, Texas). I
didn't want to rush her."

'

j

'

Youth~

1844 Lomas ·NE • 842-0059

c

Thti' v,ildez Fa mil~, serulng Neu..l Mexico since I 933

1I

preferred that only sincere athletes help disadvantaged students, it is
join the program. "I'd rather it be not a rehabilitation program for
small with sincere people instead of juvenile delinquents. "We're not
a big program with people going
through the motions," he said.

Quality, not quantity, is the
motto of the NCAA Volunteers for
Youth program at UNM, now in its
fourth year. Twenty studentLobo football player Frank
atnletes participate in the program
Sedillo
said he got involved because
that pairs the participant with a
youth from Washington and "I thought I could give a special
kind of guidance, and because this
Jefferson middle schools.
is my last year I knew I'd have the
Gary Ness, advisor for the group, time.
said the program is set up to let
"I know what it's like being in
athletes spend time. with kids from
)single parent or underprivileged that kind of situation," Sedillo
families. "The program tries to said."! come from a low economic
make use of student-athletes as area and I'm helping out a kid from
potential role models for middle the same kind of area."
'schoolcrs," Ness said.
Gymnast Lisa Fuller became
Charles Kerkeslager, a counselor involved after a friend told her
at J cfferson, says his criteria for about it. "I thought it was kind of
1 selecting
students includes a neat that athletes were helping out
number of variables. ''I look for the community," she said. Fuller
kids from single parent families, tries to keep in touch with. her
, with no older brother or sister to partner by calling her in the middle
provide guidance," he said. ''I'm of the week and taking her to a
also looking for a kid that has low basketball game or other activities.
aspirations or a low self image.''
She said the main thing sh~ tries to
do is "be a friend."
Kerkeslager said the program
could be a lot larger but he
Although the program tries to

Usually, when an athlete is in this
situation a transfer is in order but in
McCants' case the opposite may ,
have been true. "I feel like I was
contributing to the team by pushing
Margie and Loti and I was going to
work hard to make it into the
starting lineup," she said.
Hoselton agreed. "She is a
winner and she was coming along
great. She would have scratched
and clawed her way into making me
make a decision on her," he noted.
McCants said she will be visiting
her parents during the Christmas
·break, and will make a final
decision then. Hoselton said he
would contact coaches in the
Chicago area to get her a tryout if
she decides to stay with her parents.
"She's a. super young lady,"
Hoselton said. "I'll do anything I
can to help her."

II

OPf.N /'o1onday thru FnJuy
7 ilm td M!tlnih'
Sund.w -- ! I am to H pm

I

Breakfast Burrito
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

-1
I

II
1
1

limit 1 per

custom~r with coupon

7 am. to 10:30am.
Thru Dec. 15. 1981
non·transferable •no cash value

I
I
I

II
I
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I
II
1
1

I
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pening Soon ..

GAME EMS-'II

Play VIdeo Games Wtile You OoY®rLaundry

Joe Cava ret ta

uNJVERsW·'v'coi'N"'Li:uNoRv

Chris Candelaria
and
Craig Allison,

1

4lree games M·F excepl 6·8 p.m.
1 tree game with 1 paid 6·8 p.m.
M·F & weekends

• • New Games Ordered*'

Tempes1•'Frogger••cenllpede

trained or qualified for that kind of
problem," Ness said.
Kerkeslager said most of the
student problems are in the area of
classroom attendance, but after
they become involved with the
program, most of the problems
have disappeared. "The response
has been very, very positive,"
Kerkeslager said. "If the big
brother or sister doesn't contact the
kid, they (the middle schoolers) talk
to me about it."

IWN presents "Star Diamonds," a love song
Stereo Cassette - $7
P.O. Box 25729 • Oklahoma City, OK 73125

Lobo basketball player Larry
Tarrance, who is in his second year
of the program, said it is "just as
good for the athlete as it is for the
middle schooler. We get a chance to
interract with somebody outside of
the university, and I just think it's a
good thing."

,_
Joo Cavaretta

Darryl Martinez, Steve Warfield, Frank Sedillo, and Ambrose
Romero.

GALLES CHEVROLET
THE HOLIDAY SEASON IS HERE

Is Your Car Ready?
Let Galles Chevrolet get your car or truck
ready for that Holiday Trip.
Open Saturday from 8 AM-5 PM for your convenience.
TV Lounge • Courtesy Bus & Coffee Shop open weekdays

r- ---------- .... -- •'"''I-- ------------ •-- . ,

LUBE, OIL, &
FILTER CHANGE
;.;,

lnc:luch~s

AC: fillf~r and
up tn ~ qunrts
Pcmnzoi I Motor Oil.

\.
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CROSS
COUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES

i

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

sagoo

• SKILOM MICA 171, NORSKI FIB RETOUR
OR KNEISSL TOURING SKIS
'
• NORSKt CHRISTY OR TRAK A.LTA BOOTS
• TROLL TRIM BINDINGS AND EXEL POLARIS POLES

~~~--------------------------~-~-----·
Prices good through Dec. 31, 1981.
Service & Parts will be closed Sat. Dec. 26, 1981 &
Sat. Jan. 2, 1982 for the Holiday.

OTHER PACKAGES AT
5

109°0 , 5119°0 , 5134°0 and 5 175°0
FINEST CROSS COUNTRY
SKI. EQUIPMENT AVAILABL~
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES.

PAJITS

KEEP THAT GREAT
GMFEELING
WITH GENUINE GM PARTS.
Lomas at University NE • 766-6800

'

INCLUDES:

2421 SAN PEDRO NE
884-5113

•
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. ., I'ypical Nevada-Las Vegas Basketball Team
0
Y' T~ :~~::,=::::, ~~:.~~0~, ~:;~,::~: .~~,:~hl::Y
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11oclo1.Enteri•tnment

Playing Upstairs-"011 The Wall"
Performing Downstairs-"Shakers"
"Pepper" Plays On Sunday.
Happy Hour From 4 PM to 6 PM.
Free Hors d'oeuvres From 4PM to 6PM.

basketball team comes to town to
play the UNM Lobos. Saturday
.afternoon, and like their more
famous male counterparts, their
offense is no secret.

~~M~o~n~tg~o~m~e~ry~P~Ia~z~a~M~a~l~l~S~a~n~M~at~e~o~a~t~M~o~n~t~g~o~m~e~ry~~8~8~3~-8~1~7~6~
Another Great Offer From

PIITT·PI!H

~.~.!;.~!:. Putt•Putt Golf f4 Games® ,.:;:-·;:...
-

----·----------------------~
UN M Stu dent Specia I!
1
1

:
I
:

Purchase $5.00 worth of
I
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
:
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE! 1
1
limit one coupon per person per day.
1
I

I

expires 12/"17/81

~------------------~~-----~
5100San Mateo NE881·9866

9801 Lomas NE296-4242

1---------1

I
I

10%

An,v Purchase
with cou pun,

1.
1
....1

101 Cornell S.E.
"Top Quality Merchandise
at Enjoyable Prices"
Ft•ttluriug: De,o,-;1-{trf'r.fashioll."i.for metr ar_ul u;omen
UuilJrte fm;hiumi ofGtUiftllllala cuullntlia

totelmg:,·,
(11 11'
\10\

acce.~'ioril•N, li('tlrr..·e.';,

loys_ gtwws. gifts

1111

ami

Ill d.lll ·h pIll

"\ J !loUII.•:, 11.111,
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The Lobos hope to even their
record at 4-4 before the break with
two home games against UNLV
and Colorado Women's College.

1'110\1·
;!lih.H!II

Both UNM gymnastics teams Rocky Mountain Invitational in
placed second last weekend at the Colorado Springs.

WEDNESDAY

Dccember9
Ski Team: Christmas tree sale continues until
Dee.. 16 at San Mateo and Montgomel)'(lilmos1).
Men's D:isketball: Pick up tlcJr;:ets for
Saturday's Lobo-Agglc game today in Ute SUB.
FRIDA\'

December 11
Women'' Volleyball: UNM at NCAA South·
west Rcgionals vs. San Diego St. In Provo,
Utah:: single elimination.
Intramural!: Operation Santa Claus entrles
due,
Ski Semlmu: Films on cross country equip-

ment, 7:~0p.m.
SA TURD A\'

IUI(cn'm•ll..,l·

Det:embcr 12

Wamen's Bukelball: UNM vs, Nevada-Las

VeBaS, $p.m., Un\versily Arena,
Men'" Oll.!lkelball: UNM \Is. New Mexico
Stale, 1:30 p.m., University Arena.
Ski Seminar: Workshops presentcd beginning
Ba,m.
Women's Volleyball: UNM/San Diego St.
wlnnl!r vs. BYU/CaJ.Santa Barbara winner at
NCAA Southwest Reglonals hi_ Paovo, Utah;
single elimination.

S V N D A

~

D«ember13

SHICIIIL
2 Cheese Enchiladas
• Smothered in Red Chili Sauce •
plus Crisp BeefTaco
plus Pinto Beens
plus Shredded Lettuce

•

All

ONLY

$2.50

mann1es
cemra1avenue
reStauram

Winter Formal Ball
Friday, December 11
Entertainment
and Refreshments
Music by
Brion Dunn

..
Sponsored by
UNM BALLROOM
DANCE CLUB

and Guests
$3 Non-Members
.,

....

~

•

Ski Semldar: Technique practice at Sandia
Crest (upper terminal).
INFORMATION
lmramurah: 277-SISI, Johnson Oym, room 2.30.
Tickets: 277-2116, SE corner of University
Arena,

WEEKEND

8pm Sub Bclllroom

they didn't call them Mainst us in
the first half.'' Houston shot 32
free throws in the second half,
while UNM got only six.
Muff Reinert led the Lobos
against Houston with 21 points
after a bad performance against
Arizona State in the finals of the
Lobo Invitational.
"Everything she shot was dead
on, but some of them just came
out," said Hoselton. "She shot
seven of 20 from the floor, and she
could just as easily been 13 of 20
with 30 points. When she puts her
mind to it, she's nearly un1
stoppable."

Gymnasts Finish Second at Invite

Fabian
Chavez
For
Governor
UNMStudent
Coordinating Meeting
December 9 7 p.m.
Room131 SUB

N

WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL ~-::::!'~1:=AffiLINES
w
~ :.&;
E
No Charge for
Our Serl'/ces

. y'
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I .OCATED AT GIHAHD & CENTHAL
2flOH Cenlrul S.E.

Joe Cavaretta

This Week in Sports at UNM

OFFill

,__________
Exp. Dt'C. 24
1
1

"They will run, ru 11 , run and play
full court man-to-man defense,"
said UNM head coach Doug
Hoselton. "They may have only
had their coach for one year, but
their philosophy ls still the same.''

Kirby will not ,:ount against their
record because it was not against an
NCAA-sanctioned team.
· Hoselton said he saw progress .in
the second game of the Dial Classic
against Houston, which the Lobos
lost 85-68. ''We really banged them
on the boards," he said. "We
played agressively."
UNM got in some foul trouble
towards the end of the game, with
Evonne
McKinnon,
Lori
McConnell and Patty Movorka
fouling out. "The fouls we made
were agressive ones, not just the
reaching, slapping and grabbing
fouls like we were making,"

universal travel service

There was almost as much action here in the Lobo lockerroom before the game, as there was
during the slow-paced contest with Northern Arizona.

I.
!

The women's team was beaten ~ I
out by Denver University, the topranked team in NCAA Division II.
1:
"We did very well except for
some falls on the beams and bars,"
said head coach Claudia Cagle. "I
am very pleased .with our performance, especially since it was
our first meet.''
Sophomore Tracy Kwiatkowski
had a 9.0 score in the floor exercise,
good for a tie for second. "She put
on'· an incredible routine," said
Cagle, "She has really improved
this fall.'' Kwiatkowski finished
I Oth in the all-around competition.
The high finisher in the aUaround for UNM was Lisa FuJler,
who was seventh with a 34.0 score.
"Lisa had a good chance to be
higher, but fell in the beam final,"
Cagle said. Fuller also made the
finals in the bars competition.
"I'm so excited about this year,
!
because this team has so much
promise," Cagle said. "I can't ever
remember getting such rave reviews
from judges.''
Cagle was also pleased to finish
ahead of Nebraska, who along with
Oklahoma State and Missouri will
provide UNM's chief competitlon
in their region. "I think we caught
them by surprise," she said. "They
have a lot of raw talent, but didn't
look like a finished product."
The men's team placed second
behind Houston Baptist, "a really
good team that handily put it to
us," said head coach Rusty Mitchell.
The Lobos were led, as usual, by
Steve Jennings, a defending NCAA
champion and three time All
American. Jennings wort his
specialty event, the pommel! horse,
with a 9.8 score.
Matt Arnot and Jim Griego were
second and third, respectively, in
the all-around event with compulsory scores of 54.8 and 53.6.
Arnot was in the finals on the high
bar, and Griego finished fourth in
vaulting.
Mike Schmitt, a freshman from
Garland, Texas, made the finals in
the rings event as an "unexpected
bonus," said Mitchell. "If
anything, I thought he would do
better in the vaulting.
UNM assist coach Kevin Prady, a
member of the U.S. National team,
also competed unattached to any
school, and finished third in the
floor exercise event.
"You're always disappointed
when you don't win, but it was our
first time out,'' he said. "But I'm
very proud of the way my team
represented the University of New
Mexico.''
Both teams will not compete until
after the first of the year, with the
women starting at the Cal-Berkeley
Invitational on Jan. 9. The men
begin 1982 at University Arena in
the
Albuquerque
Journal
Invitational on Jan. 15.

Lackluster Lobos Beat NAU 60-50
Eric Maddy
STOP! If you are a Lobo
basketball player, your coach
doesn't want you to read this.
''With all due respect to the
media, the players shouldn't read
the papers, watch television and

listen to the radio tell them how
good they are," said a dejected
Gary Colson after his Lobo team
n;mowly escaped Northern
Arizona Monday night, and several
players acknowledged the lackluster
60-50 win.

"I played lousy," said senior
Larry Tarrance. "He (Colson)
expects more from me since I am a

The Student Veterans Association·
would like to thank the following
merchants for helping to make
our fall semester party
a smashing success:
The Regent Hotel, May.lair Restaurant
Am lac Hotel, Harvey House Restaur~:~nt
High Finance and Liquid Assets Restaurants
Camino Real.de Ron y Marsha
Territoriai.House Restaurant
The Quarters Lounge and Restaurant on Yale
Malibu Grand Prix
KWXL·94 Rock, FM Radio

senior.''
"We didn't come ready to play,''
said jeff Reinert. "There is always
a letdown after a big game."
"It started off bad and got
worse," said Phil Smith, who led
UNM with 18 points but also had
seven turnovers. "Our poor foul
shooting (12-20, 60 percent) was
indicative of our lack of concentration. We played awful, and if
we play any worse, we're in
trouble."

Northern Arizona set the tempo
with slow, deliberate play and zone
defense that forced UNM into
many outside shots. "It's
frustrating. This is where we need a
(30 second) clock," said Colson.
"But we need to realize that we'll
run into an Air Force Academy, a
Wyoming, and a Colorado State
who will play like this. It may not
be entertaining, but it's a great way
to steal a win."

Lobo Tim Fullmer's friendly persuasion didn't stop the Lumberjack's Jeff Altman from making his way downcourt during
UNM's 60-50 victory over NAU·

25!i-&!iCi:;

But every cloud has a silver
lining, right? "I'll treat this as a
positive experience," said the
second year coach. "Every team
I've ever coached has had a game
like this."

Mountains & Rivers gives you the best outdoor clothing
and the best deal around.
Powderhorn Down Parkas/All styles- $25.00 off
regular price

50% off AFRC XC Ski Jackets
Women's- Reg. $34 now $17
and AF RC XC Knickers
Women's- Reg. $28 now $14
Men's- Reg. $44 now $22

2320 CENTRAL S.E. =t..N.M.
268-4876, Mon-Frl10-6, Sat

•

I

& THE UNIVERSITY Of UTAH
'~S..¢

'

•

UNM Crisis Center- 2 77-30 1 3
•
•
•
•
•

7 Nights accommodalioll at the University of Utah
7 Skiers breakfasts at the University of Utah
6Aikhairs, all·day lik vouchers at Snowbird
20% discount on ski rentals for 5 days or more
10% discount on ski lessons

lot reservation application

THE CELLER
open 6:00p.m. • 10:00 p.m. DAILY

277-3427
reservations must be made 4 weeks in advance

$185Qg
INC. TAX

The UNM Crisis Center • AGORA provides crisis
counseling and is a referral center. Stalled and
operated by trained volunteers, the Crisis Center pro·
vides confidential, unbiased listening to persons with
problems of sexuality, drug abuse, academic performance, interpersonal relationships or other aspects
of life. It also provides referrals for further information
on specific crisis seNices such as crime victims advocacy, professional counseling and emergency•
shelter.

NW Corner Mesa Vista Hall

AGORA

e

We Listen.
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Last Lobo edition Monday, Dec. 14.
Deadline noon Friday.
1. Personals
ACCURI\.TE IN.'QRMATION AIIOUT con.
t.r~c~ption, stcrllirution, ~bortion. Right to Choose,
294·0171.
ti'n
PREGNANCY TESTING 1k COUNSt;J;INC;. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
I'ASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D, photos. 3 for
$6.001! Lowest prices in .town! Fast. pleasing, short
walk from UNM. Cull 265-2444 or come to 123
Wellesley S. B., between Girard and Carlisle, comer
of Silver, Hours: 10·6 weekdays, Saturday9-5,
tfn
CIIINF.SI\ IIUFFET, CHF.AP All you can eat, Lunch
$3.45, supper $4.~0, Sunday Drunch$3.00, Jao.Jao's
Plucc, 5000 Central Ave, S.E.
tfn
CON'I'ACTS·POLISifiNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
W" DOT JJISTRIRUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
fmmc1. <lrcenwich Village (Lennon styles), got~
rimtm. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N.E., across from La Belles.
tfn
WOMI\N'S m:ALTH s•:RVICE UNM, Student
Hc;olth Center Annu~l exams for PAPS, con·
tril~eption,
abortion counseling and other
gynecological ~crvlces. 277-3136.
tfn
l'l.A \' J>IJPUCATE DRillGE Nonsmoking pairs
Sundays, t.eams Mondays, 7pm. Bob's 1420 Carlisle
Nh, number 209. 266·9147 for partners.
12/9
ON!,\' S2.3S. 1WO farm· fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free snusagc patties, two slices to toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
of Girard, Cenirnl and Monte VIsta 268·7040.
tfn
DOOKSTOIIE GIFT SHOP Christmas cards. toys
and games, puppets and dolls, ribbons and bows all ill
UNM Book~tore!. ,
12115
CONCEPTIONS CHRISTMAS ot'FER Buy one
1981 hsue of Conceptions Southwest UNM'S Fine
Artst literary publication featUring work by 34 UNM
artistS and writers, get three back issues for $2.00,
Tmal packnge priceS6.00.
tfn
liNlQm: GIFT SAI.E. African hats, baskets.
Antique tics, books, records. LPS $100 off. 500
excellent clnssicat, country, jazz recently arrived.
l•xtrn 10 percent off wllh this ad. "Birdsong'', 106
Girard S.E.
12/14
w~;;·n: PROVEJJ IT wcirks. let us help you find
money for school. Southwest Scholarsblp Services,
P.O. llox1480S, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87191.
12114
rm: TEXTIIOOK CO·OP is open. Sell your boo:Cs
for more at the Co·op. Located In Rm. 24-A SUD
ba1crncn1.
12114
STllUENT n:n:ItAN'S ASSOCIATION andATM
Uu~inm Club is c>Jnducllng its nnnual Christmas
Food Driv~. Please donate non-perishable goods at:
Textbook ("o-op, SUD Lobby, Mechanical
t'nglnccrill& and Fncuhy Club. Donations accepted
weekday•.
12/14
WISIIING YOliiiOLIIJA\'S oftove, with gratitude,
Rainhow Place Folks, 555 Wyoming N.E. Open 'titS
~ m, wcll·lit parking.
12/14
JU:R•: ('OME..S TilE Chicken! The UNM Chicken is
coming mon to the New Mexico Union. llat your
heart out San Diego! Yummy!,
tfn
I('E ('IU:AM CONE.'l. ,3S .60 .15 New Mexico
Union lee t'rcam Shoppe,
tfn
1101' SOPA PILLA WITH holley .35 Salsa and chips
.15 Nnchos 1.00 Casa Del Sol. New Mexico Union
f· ood Scr>tee.
J2114
Rim AND GREEN Chill Enchiladas .89 Burrltoes
1.00 Tmtados .59 Casa Del Sol N.M.U,F.S.
12114
DO YOU LIK~: Posole? Only 1.15 a bowl at Casa Del
Sol N.M.U.F.S.
12114
('OLLE('TAZINES, ut:AVY METAl, Omnl,
Rolling Stone, Life's, looks, Ramparts, JOO's Qf
lltlcs, •,·, Price Books Records Central at University
II :00 a.m .• 9:00 p.m .. 7 days,
1111
WORLJ) WAR II Albuq11erque Journals 1941 thru
1945, •·, Price llooks, University at Central 11:00
a.m.· 9!00 p.m., 7 days.
Ill I
Mt:RR\' CHRISTMAS ANO Happy New Year from
the folks at '-i Price Books, Central at University,
12114
S ('AS II S, S CAS II S, SAVE cash shop at 1ft I' rice
llook~. Records,
Magazines. A trip thru Time
magazines from 1900 to present. All types paper·
back!, new and used, Collectors Records. University
111 Ccnllalll :00 a.m.· 9 p.m., 7 days.
II II
COMIC,S MAllS, STARLOG, Future, Llfe, Epic, !1\
Price Books, University at Centralli:OO a.m. • 9!00
p.m. 7 days.
I/II
PAPAMPJPITEPEQUIPIEPEROPO Wlpillipi.
1119
REWAREOFTHETinseiTownmuggers.
l/18
HAPPY BIRTHDAY GAY H. Hope that 21 is the
best.
12/9
CIIRISTIJ., THE dream lingers on. Jon.
12.'?
A LOVEL\' SELECTION or engagement caienda;;
12/9
at UNM Bookstore.
HAPPY 20TII BIRTHDAY Marian the, Love Dianne
and Olympia ·
1219
MAR\' Kf:LLJS: HAPPY Birthday! The Hungry
Bear Is waiting for you.
1219
DEAREST JEFFERSON: PLEASE bntsh your
teeth. Your onion breath needs relirn Luv Ya, Sanna.
12/9
GATOR, HAPPY BIRTHDAY I Love you lots: T.S.
1219
STtJFF IT, 80BBYI White, polycotton T·sh!rt,
$1.95 Jl(Jstpaid. Indicate small, medium, large, ~·
large. R. Cain Pmductions, Box Ill I, Los Alamos,
N.M. 87544.
1/19

2. Lost A Foand
CLOVES, HAT FOUND, 4 p.m., 3rd fl. men's
room, Fine Arts Bldg. Claim atl31 Marron Hall. tfn
FOUND: TEXTBOOK TITLED An lrttroductlon io
Ancimt Greek. Come to Marron liali, rm. 131 to
claim.
tfn
FOUND WATCH BRACELET on Yale near
Redondo,
1/26
REWARD, LOST SMALL doberman/gr~at dane
cross puppy. Corner of Silver & Harvard, Brown
w/tan markings, long tail, floppy ears, orange collar.
2~7125 or243-0S41.
12f14
t'OUND MAN'S WATCH at University/Grand.
Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
12114
CLAIM \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus l'olicc
S:OO a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

PROFJlSS.ION,O.L TYPING .B\' English/MA eclitor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266·95SO.
2/1
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal; medical,
scholastic, chartS and tables. 345·21.25.
tfn
TYPING/EIJJTINO/TUTORING 277-6404; 2564567,
1/11
T\'PIST,JJIM. EXPERIE;NCEJJ, .Juan Tabo/Lomas
Area. 299·1355,
1/11
PROFESSIONAL RF.SUMES.26!·908l,
ll/14
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED, PROFESSIONAL
typist . School, business & legal papers. Theresa. 883·
7112.
12/14
A·l TYPIST· n:RM papers, Resumes 299·8970,
2/12
fAST ACCURATE TYPING includes corrections,
spelling, grammar, p!•nctuation. TypArt 10~ Stan·
ford SE 262·1865.
1126
PROFESSIONAL TYPING REASONABLE.
Extensive sccretn.rlal experience, business overlow
typing my specialty. IBM Selectric 111. Call299·6256
or299.2676.
12/14
'£\'PING THESIS, DISSERTATION reports,
S!atistical, etc. CaliAnnita, 299-3781.
12/14
CIIINESE LF.SSON IN cxchansc for English lesson.
Call au, 255·2852, 277·5841.
12114

4. Housing
THE CITAJJEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 3() minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, AdUlt
couples, no pels. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
ENORMOUS, QUU:T, 1WQ..BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247·B724,
tfn
IIOUSESITTER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to housesit during spring semester (or earlier),
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar.
ctwork. Catherine, 242·7228,
tfn
FOR RENT: EffiCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE, SIBS/mo., all utilities paid. Fully furnished •
securit)' locks and laundry facilities, !'lease call before
6:00 in the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
ONE-HALF BLOCK FROM campus, nice 2 BR
furnished apartment, 898·0921.
tfn
VARSITY HOUSE ONE bedroom furnished apt.
$230 includes utilities, twin or double beds, 268.0525,
12/14
AVAILABLE NOW, UTILITIES paid. E.F.F, ·I &
2 bedrooms, 10 perccnl. off for U,N.M. students,
cable TV, 3 pools, Aspen Apartments, 881·3570, 4501
Shepard Rd. NE.
2/9
JUST PAINTF;JJ, FURNISHED duplex off Silver.
One bedroom, Negotiable. 247-8647.
1219
IIOUSEMATE WANTED: TO share three bedroom
house in Ridgecrest Area (2 mi. from campus).
Garage, yard, fireplace:, Sl42/mo plus VI utilities.
Call256·7864.
12/9
ONEBEIJROOM APARTMENT, garage, yard, ncar
UNM,IIospitals, SIBS, 268·7218 after 5 p,m, 12/14
EXTRA I,ARGE ONE-BEDROOM apartment,
beam ceilings, skylighting, carpet, drapes, near
Carllsle/Candelaria. 5210, 8B8·3000.
12/14
Til REt: DEJJROOM, LARGE dean, S475. Available
Dee. 7th, 883·3850,
1219,
HOUSEMA TE TO SHARE 2 bedroom, furnishe~
hOuse, north campus aream Sl7S/mo., utilities, call
Jim, 256·1360.
12/14
H:MALE ROOMMATE NEEDEJ> lo share two'
bedroom apartment, SISO.OO a month, all utilities
paid. Cal1243·l647 anytime, one block from UNM. ,
12114'
ONE FURNISHED (5180/mo], one unfurnlshell
$l65Jmo apartmen• nearTVl• UNM. Call242·9~58
or 242-7081.
12/14
NON-SMOKING f'EMALE wanted to share2-~drm.
house, $130/mo., 265·2493.
. 12/14
STOREI'RONT, DOOR INCLUJ>ED. 5175, 242·
4777, Mr. Schwam.
12114
CHRISTIAN HOUSEMATE (Non-Jmok(ng] male
Wanted. S140/month (Include utilities), eaiL292-1785.
.
i/19
ACADEMIC SCIIOLARSIIIP POSSIRJ;E for clean
quiet room In luxury neighborhood nl:ar campus
laundry: private entrance, kitchen, bath. Under$160,
available Dec./Jan. Female non-smoker preferred,
255-2221.
12/14
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE SHARE beautiful home
CoJntry Club area. Vegetarian, non-smoking tn·
vironment. $125 plus !1\. Available Jan 1. Melanie,
247-9445/265•2524.
12/14
LARGE BEAUTIFUL SOLAR adobe room, private
bath near Old Town, $50.00. Pick up Pro(essor's son
after school; occasional sitting. 243-4935, 277·5427,
12/9
BEAUTIFUL LARGE IIOUSE for rent. $400, Four
bedrooms. Close to campus. 265-6341, 842·3006. Ask
for Jeff,
12114
HOUSE FOR RENT. 2 .Bdrm. near UNM, details at
243-1067 or266-9893.
12/14
FOR SALE: BV owner. $40,000, 8 percent
assumable. REC, 2 bdr, free-standing fireplace W/D
12/14
near UNM. 243·1 067, 266-9893.
LARGE 3 BEDROOM, basement apt,; I blotk from
campus: new carpets and paint; $350 plus D.b. and
12114
utilities. 293-5602.
MA11JRE ROOMMATE WANTED for lar1e two
bedroom apt, SlliO per month, no utilities, pool,
jacuzzi, sauna, billiard tables, calt884.o243.
12/14
TIIREE BEDROOM, TWO bath, Rent $32$, SIOO
down, laundry, air-conditioned near UNM. 416 Hll!h
Street S.E., 255•1469.
1/19
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM, I \-1 bath home
w/fireplace. Just east downtown, near Raplist
church. $350, 243·3447, 242-4771.
12/14
3 DR HOME, North Valley, 2/3 acre available Jan. I,
89S-092L
12/14
LARGE FURNISHED EFFICIENCY \1, block from
campus, avaltabtcJatJ, I, 898·0\121.
12/14
HOUSEMATE WANTED: 2 BEDROOM at j42S
Campus N.E. $100 plus utilities. Prefer serious
student. 268-t9SS.
12114
CHARMING l RR HOUSE, Lomas/Girard,
$125/mo. plus utilities. Female, 8B4-7087.
12114

1980 CM 400T Motorcycle, 298-8041.
Jill
TAKAMINE12 STRING guitar, 298·8041.
!/II
1970 VOI,KSWAGEN SQUAREBACK, 9,000 miles
on rebuilt engine, decent body, decent tires, must sell,
$900 or best offer, 842·6SS3, Chris.
12/9
TEN SPEED BIKE;, Ladies Schwirm, .$70, 842-9268,
12/14
66 WILUCA.T )lUlCK, Not much on loo~$ but very
dependAble. Asking $350, 883-0292.
12/14
1WO li"DRQOM, FIJIEPLACE ne~r UNM.
Redecorated, 294-2257, 6:00p.m.
12/14
SCIIWINN LE TOUR 10 speed, 299-8667, $125.00,
12/14.
HP38C WITH EXTM battery pack, RE I & U,
finance book$ and case $129.95; IBM "B" typewriter
$224.95, 2 selectric elements, 881-5031.
· 1~/14
SUZUKI 400 ENDUR0$595, 831·5691, HenrY.
12/14
MERCEDES 1963 ZlOSE Classic,. clean, rebuilt
en~ine, $2700 or uffer. Call 873·0257 evenings,
weekends.
12/14
BABY'S CRill, HARDLY used, $125, 247·2099.
12114
ROLL BA.R FOR sthall P,U, truck, black, $50.00.
277·5766 or266·089S,
1111
STEREO EQUIPMENT TECUNICS turntable
SLD2 $90,00, and cas~eue deck M2SO $260.00;
Pickering cartridge XSY4000 S/0,00, All for $400,
negotiable. All 9 months old. new condition.
Afternoons and Evenings, Jon, 277·3085.
12114
SIX MONTHS Olllllt Honda Express $295.00 266·'
0895. Oreal, cheap lransporlation.
1/11
LINCOLTN CONTINENTAL 197.2 2·Poor excellent
condition, $1300.00 or best offer, 268·9167 Evenings,
12/14
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, T!llcks, Many sell under
$200.00, lntormation on purchasing similar bargains,
602·998.{)575 Ext. 924.
12114
SKIS. YAMAHA .160 w/Tyrolia .bindings and Hart·
RamY poles $95.00. Rossigno1170 $25 or best offer.
268-6504,
12/14
KING-SIZE WATERRED •. EXCEI.LENT condition.
Call afler 3:00p.m., 255·6643. Price negotiable.
12/9
TEN SPEED BIKE, very good condition. 27 inches, '
must sell, SISO.OO, 265·'1341.
12/9
CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR the' cyclist at the Harvard
Dike House, 137 Harvard SE, 255.8808,
12/9
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage (lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 reg~lar $65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E, across from La Belles.
tfn

6. Employment
TELEPHONE SALF.S WORK: PlellSant Jelephone
sales work for local radio promotion. Clear speakln'g
voice essential. Up to S6 per hour plus bonus, No
experience necessary. We train. Work from 9 a.m.· 2
p.m. or 4 p.m. • 9 p.m. Apply between 10 a.m.· 6
p.m., Man - Fri, at 120 J"ckson NE (behind New
Chinatown Restaurant on Central).
12/14
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work Friday and Snturday nights. Must be.21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at S704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
COLLEGE STUJJENTS, MEN, Housewives, Senior.
Citizens: Pleasant telephone sales work for local •
radio promotion. Clear speaking voice essential. Up
to S6 per hour plus bonus. No experience necessary.
We train. Work from 9a.m. • 2 p.m. or 4 p.m. • 9
p.m .. Apply between I'D a.m.· 6 p.m., Mon • Fri, at
120 Jackson· NE (behind New Chinatpwn Restaurant
Qn Central),
12114
LIGHT J>EJ.IVERY: 10 people needed for local
delivery, must have economical car, neat appearance,
know Albuquerque. Apply 120 Jackson N.E, (behind
New Chinatown on Central) from 9:30 a.m. • S:30
p.m.
12114
DGR IS IIJRING undergraduate, graduate students,
Must be able to work this spring, summer and next
fall, Challenging position lf you know something
about making the 3032 go. WIS qualified or not,
We'll train you. Call:l305.
12/9
NEEIJ QUICK CIIRISTMAS ca!ilt? Photography
salespersons needed for I to 4 week<. Work arter

HOIJDAV HELl' SPt:CIAl.. Conscientious and
dej>cndablc teenagers will do odd job~. Going on
vacutlon1 We'll walk and feed ~our pet. Yard
~leaning, house cleaning, small paint Jobs. 1\lso
Mby 1itling or mands. ('all Z66·J9.17, alter 4·00 tf:!
Gl!JTAII r.t.<;SONS, I!'ISTRt1Mf;VtS unu renl«l,,
Mar<''' tiuilnr Center, 1431t;mnrd'l.l·. 2MB".
trn

Sn:nEO, WOk ANl> blcndcr.l'or sale, 842·8446.
12114
1966 DUe; REillfll,T engine, excellent condition,
121!1
around I ,950. 4962 or 842·8304 evenings.
STL!lJ~:NT UIJ!ECTORIES NOW on sale at Hokonn
and ( orunado l>orm•, UNM llookliOtc and SllB
lnl~rmatianllnoth. Onh $1.00 for a <Onll"lctclisting
ut I'~M 'tudmt• om! imp•>rtant ~<lml"" phone
•ournl'""· I inutcd 'up pi}· get )our' now!.
12114

RAISE FUNDS FOR ACORN in Community Tag
Day, this Satur\lay. Earn $20-30. fo more information call247-9792 from 9:00-3:00 or 8:00-10:00,
12/9
ROOM AND BOARJ> pius negotiable snpend in
exehnnge for helping handicapped .student Spring
12/14
Semester. Call Honora Mooreat277·296B.
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS NEEDf,IJ for
YWCA: Karate, Dnllet, Judo, Photography, Guitar,
Piano, Baton, Checrleading, Woodcrafts and
Cooking, 293·7400.
12/14
PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTORS for dnnce,
exercise, slimdown and aerobic classes. Experience
,helpful but not necessary. Training available, Call
YWCA 29J.7400, 9·5, M·F.
12/14

7. Travel
RIDERS NEEDED TO Tucson leave December 23rd
return December 27th. Call243·1684 evenings. 12/14
I NEED RJJ)E, Sacramento area about Dec. 19. Call
Henry at 266·2897 (home) or 271·5426 (work), Leave
..message,
1219
RIDER WANTED TO share expenses·Los
Angeles/Santa Barbara area. Leave Dec. 17 early,
Call Marion, 265·4337.
12114
IF YOU "HOPE" to find lam our on the Road to
Hong Kong, consider advertising In the Dally Lobo.
tfn
IF YOU WANT someone to "get you on a slow boat
tfn
to China" why not advertise In the Dally Lobo.

8. Miscellaneous
MELISMATICS IT HAS been a festive semester!
Have a very Merry Christmasll'm going to miss you
alii Love, Cindl'•
12/9
TilE HARVARD BIKE House has cross-country skis
to rent. 137 Harvard, SE, 255·8808.
12/14
SKIERS, MOUNTAINERS: WOOL pants, shirts
nnd hats, heavyweight, Genuine military,
Unbelievably cheap. Also, used field jackets and
parkas and night ]atkets. Kaufman's, a rc:-•1 ArmY·
Navy store. 504 Yale S.E .. 256-0000.
1/IB
NEED XMAS CASH? Sell your gold anct silver
jewlery, 255·4838.
1112
CALL ACULEX FOR all word processing needs:
theses, dissertation, resumes. 831·3181,
ill I
COLLECI'AZINES, !lEAVY METAL., Omnl,
Rolling Stones, Life's, Looks, Ramparts, IOO's of
titles, !1\ Price books Jlecords, Central at University,
11:00 a.m.•9:00 p.m. 7 days,
1/11
WANT BETTER PASSENGER Rail Servlce?Join
National Association <if Rail Passengers, attend
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9. Las Noticias
WINTER FORMAL BALL, Friday, Dec. II, 8 p.m.·
12. SUB Ballroom. Singles and couples welcome.
Tickets $3 at door. Sponsored by UNM Ballroom
Dance ClUb, Non-members encouraged to allen d.
12/9
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST, UNM'S only
literary and fine arts publication Is accepting submissions through February 5. Bring films, artwork
and literature, proposals for performances or dance,
music and theatre to Marron Hall, Room 131. 12/14

10. Yule Log
YULE Bll GLAD to hear that you can say your
Christmas cheer for only TEN CENTS a word ifyou
say it in the Yule Log,
tfn
MERRY CHRISTMAS NANCY a~d I hope that ~ou
have a verY happy New Year. Remember, if you area
good little girl, Santa will be good to you. This will
probably be the last classified for a while, but don't
fret, the Lobo will begin publishing again in January.
tfn
TO EVERYONE AT the Lobo- thanx for a good
year. I hope next year will be as good. Good luck on
finals, Oh yeah, nave a sood vacation, RS.
12/9
OH BY GOSH by golly, it's lime for mistletoe a~d
Holly and Pol!yand Molly and, , .
1219
HEY .'ESTIVE ONES! Now open • The l.iber
Readerl I Featuring billions and billions of books •
and records • "The Hot-Tempered Clavier," "Carl
Sagan nnnuneiates your favorite feStil'e carols,"
"Claudine Longe! whispers Handel's Messial!," and
many morel I Love, Nancy,
12/9
CHRISTMAS DINNER • , , Alon• for th•
Christmas Holldm)'s? Come Join us for dinner. RSVP
247·9999 or :iSS-4426.
12/14
FESTIVE ONES· THANKS for a wonderful
semester( I'll really miss you thitling over break!
Have a Merry Christmas! Love, Nancy,
12/9
LOIS M., YOU'RE beautiful, Nice seeing you in
speech. Merry Christmas.
12/9
SALE THI!U DECEMBER. 25 percent off folkwear
patterns. 10 percent off calendars, new books,
earrings, some toys, clothes, nnd fabric, tool Merry
Christmas from the Bookcase, 109 Mesa S.E., TuesSat, li·S.
12/9
TO DENNIS W•.• Merry Christmas, my Sugarplum, I
loveyou!love, Nora.
12/9
NANCINI, MERRY CHRISTMAS Cutlet Much
Love, Cindinl.
12/9
JJENNIS, GOOD LUCK nex! weeki Ill ''I'm
dreaming of a Golden Christma!i. , , " You• Devil.
1219

"MARY" CHRISTMAS AND Happy Birthday
Chuckles! Let's get rlppedl Love Ya'l The Enter·
tainer,
12/9
POPE G. MERRY Christmas from the Cardinali,
12/9
GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS. Free kitten. Male, black
and white, ageS months. Call281·1869.
12/9
KATIJY L., TilE Texa$ Twins love your spirit. The
,nand.
1219
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO all our friends. Come see
us before Dec. II nnd put your Christmas message in
the Yule Log for only ten cents a word. Have a Happy
Holiday rrom the Lobo Classified Staff.
1219
MERRY, MERRY! TO: Maryann, Robs, Lillian and
Mmrcl. Thank you rot a terrific umester. You're the
brst Christmas girt a news starr ever had. The
Noozroom NII!Ues.
U/9
TOMY FUN and lonelY· I lubyou. Shorty.
1219
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soft drink for $1.00

With coupon on I y 1219-12/IJ

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Roommate Finders
All Ages
266·2670

.THE CATS

(

NARP's monthly meetings. For more info .. call256·
1029.
12114
ORNAMENTAL
DLACKSMITIIING
6·DA\'
workshops, write: Rolando DeLeon, Rt, 2 Box 216·B,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501.
12/14

1I

127 Harvard SE
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G}[!J Share-A-Roof

5. ForSale

3. Services

school, weekends, .and during Christmas b.reak and
earn as much money as you .need, Call Dan Baldwin
842·$063. Lrav~ your name and number.
12114
NEEIJEIJI UPPER DIVISION
Chemistry or
Biology, and Computer Sc.ience majors lo assist In
neurotransmitter assay project for Spring Semester,
Gain research experience (499) and letter of
recommendatioa. Computer Science major must have
experience in Dasic. Contact Michael Boyeson,
Department of Psychology, Ph #277-5306 or 266·
5012.
1111.
WORK·STUJJY STUDENTS, NM Union Food
Service is looking for students for !he 1982 Spring
Semes!ef, ApplY at NM Union Food Service Office.
tfn
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute ''Student
Rate" subsdption cards at this campus. Good ln.
come, no selling involved. For information and
application write to: Camp~s Service/Time Inc., 4337
W. Indian School "C", Phoenix, AZ. 85031.
1219
JUNIORS, SENIORS or GRADUATE students.for
part·time work In Albuquerque during Christmas
break, caii29HI48.
12/14
()RGANIST NEEDEIJ FOR Sunday services. first
Church of Religious Science, 88H31 I.
h/9

1 Sounded a
horn
2 Artificial language
3 Time period
4 Lampreys
5 Fears
6 Hunting dog

7 Toward shel·
ter
8 Youngster
9latlncon-

junction
10 Rely on
11 Level
13 Dangers
16 Regret
19 Young frog
21 Float

23 Rows
25 Stubborn
animals

27Goal
29 Paddle
32 TCI\M!I'S
33 Indian tent
34 AHuring

women

35 Uproar
36 Relax

37 Go in
40Meadow
43 Elm, e.g.
44 Take out

47 Lair
48 Free of
51 Scale note
53 State: Abbr.

